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Featured is a piece by Josh Stauffer called Untitled.’ It will be on display until August 6. 2004 at the Performing Arts Center for the Summer Student Exhibit.
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News
Grand Valley starting
quarterback Cullen
Finnerty was sentenced
for a January assault.

Laker Life
Grand Valley student
Michael Brower is the
brains behind the new
Civil War memorial.

Sports
The men's baseball team
went to the Division II
Championship to face off
against Delta State.
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Finnerty pleads guilty AP Open Forum gives
Nate Hoekstra
Grand Valley Lanthurn

Grand Valley football team
quarterback Cullen Finnerty
was sentenced May 25 for
charges stemming from an
incident that occurred in
January of 2004.
Finnerty plead guilty to the
two misdemeanor charges of
assault and battery and illegal
entry in the Ottawa County
court.
Finnerty took the opportu
nity to make a public state
ment via GVSU news and
information services.
“I regret my involvement
in this incident,” Finnerty
said. “1 would like to offer a

sincere apology to my family,
the university as a whole, my
teammates and coaches and to
the other student involved. I
take full responsibility for my
part in it, as I will follow
through on what the court has
asked me to do. 1 will also
face the consequences that
will be decided upon by the
football program. 1 am ready
to make amends and to move
forward.”
Finnerty was not available
for additional comment on the
sentence.
Finnerty will face one year
of probation and will have to
undergo some counseling,
said GVSU head football
coach
Chuck
Martin.
Additionally, Martin said that

Grand Valley Lanthorn / Will Harrah

Cullen Finnerty going to arraignment at Ottawa county court on March 10.

Finnerty will be required to
take part in the GVSU
“Athletes Who Care” program
by the football program.
“Cullen is excited to be
part of that program,” Martin
said.
Situations involving foot
ball players are reviewed by a
unity council made up of team
leaders. The head coach has
final say in all unity council
matters.
“The decision we made
involving Cullen Finnerty
takes into account the facts as
we know them, and builds
upon what the court has
done,” Martin said.
The council reviewed the
facts of the case and felt that
they did not support a loss of
playing time for the quarter
back.
“We’re in the business of
educating,” Martin said. “We
try to help, not to look back at
these things and dwell on
them.”
Martin added that the
Grand Valley football program
holds its student-athletes to a
very high standard.
“That will never change,”
Martin said.
In a press release, GVSU
athletic director Tim Selgo
said
that
he
supported
Martin's decision on how the
situation was handled.
“The athletic department
has never had any trouble with
Cullen (Finnerty) outside of
this incident,” Selgo said. “We
have to look at each case and
each individual player when
making decisions regarding
their status and their future.
We feel completely confident
that Cullen understands his
role in what happened and
what is expected of him. We
expect his future to be bright,
both here at Grand Valley and
well beyond his college
career.”
The other football player
who was arraigned at the same
time as Finnerty, Jordan
Soper, is no longer part of the
GVSU football team, however
Martin said that it was “not
related to the incident.”
Martin also said that
GVSU takes all matters like
this seriously.
“I think we’re happy we
can move on,” Martin said.
“That’s what you have to do in
a situation like this.”
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chance to ask questions
Nathan Cole
Grand Valley Lanthorn
Grand
Valley
State
University held an open forum
that featured Grand Valley exec
utive officers on June 9 in the
Pere Marquette room of the
Kirkhof Center.
The forum — the 13th
Annual AP Open Forum — is
meant to give administrative
professionals at Grand Valley a
chance to ask and openly discuss
questions and concerns with the
executive staff. Some of the
main topics included growth in
enrollment, parking, the possi
bility of layoffs and the retire
ment of Jean Enright, executive
assistant to President Mark
Murray.
Kathleen VanderVeen, direc
tor of the office of academic
support said that the forum was
well attended and exceeded
expectations.
“It was a good opportunity
for executive officers to answer
questions,” she said. “All of the
executive staff comes to the
forum.”
During the forum when
President Murray was asked
about student growth and enroll
ment, he said that the university
is on track to level growth with
an incoming freshman class of
3,200.

As for campus parking. Vice
President for Finance and
Administration Tim Schad said
that parking rates for students
this fall would be $90 for the
year with rates for next year
increasing to $125. The new
parking garage on the Pew cam
pus is on schedule to be finished
this fall, he said. Also, the
Allendale campus will be adding
parking spaces by the new hous
ing area as well as next to the
Calder art center.
On top of questions about
parking and university cost-sav
ing measures, Schad fielded a
question concerning layoffs due
to possible cuts in university
funding.
“Our intent is to not com
promise the quality of education
at GVSU,” he said. “We cannot
say that there will never be lay
offs, but it would truly hurt our
organization.”
Executive Assistant Jean
Enright — who will be retiring
this year — was asked about her
future plans during the forum.
She joked that upon retirement,
her first order of business will be
to spend some time at a spa.
Besides
spa
treatment,
Enright also plans to come in
one to two days a week through
December to finish projects that
include the United Way cam
paign. the Fall Arts Celebration

and
the
program
Jewish/Christian dialogue.

Along with the questions
asked by the administrative pro
fessionals, the open forum was
also used to introduce newcom
er Nanette Reynolds as a senior
advisor to President Murray.
Reynolds has degrees from
Howard University, University
of Southern
Illinois
and
Harvard. Recently, she has been
working in the state govern
ment, specifically with civil
rights.
Reynolds has been with
GVSU since the beginning of
April. Since then, she said that
she has had approximately 50
meetings with members of the
GVSU community. Reynolds
said that she plans to advise
President Murray on the issue of
civil rights and other issues
relating to civil rights.
Overall the forum was a suc
cess. said Matt McLogan, vice
president for university rela
tions.
“It was very informative,” he
said. “Twenty or more questions
were asked in one and a half
hours.”
“The important value of the
event is that it gives colleagues a
chance to ask any question that's
on their mind.” McLogan said,
“no one is afraid to ask any
thing.”

Economist speaker predicts next president
Rich McGowan
Grand Valley Lanthorn
Despite growing numbers of
American casualties in Iraq, the
prisoner torture scandal and ris
ing gas prices, the good has out
weighed the bad and President
George W. Bush will be re-elect
ed, are the conclusions made by
Patriek Anderson at Loosemoore
Auditorium on Tuesday.
Anderson, an economist and
founder and principal of the con
sulting firm Anderson Economic
Group LLC, and former chief of
staff of the Michigan Department
of State, gave a presentation on
the results of an economic model
he and his firm put together to
predict the upcoming presidential
election.
“When I became familiar
with the fact that the Anderson
Economic Group also had
worked up a [presidential predic
tion) model and Patrick told me
about it I said ‘gosh. I’d like for
you to come to Grand Valley’,”
said Gleaves Whitney Director of
the Hauenstein Center for
Presidential Studies, a co-spon
sor of Anderson’s presentation.
“Voters ought to be rational,’’
Anderson said. “They ought to
select a candidate they feel will
represent their views or increase
their satisfaction of life. And, of
course, your pocketbook, your
economic issues, whether or not
you have a job, is a big part of
whether you’re satisfied with life.
So you’d think voters would look
at their pocketbook when making
electoral decisions.”
Anderson explained what he
called the Rational Voter Model
that takes into consideration the
variables of income growth,
employment, war, voter fatigue
and the presence of a major third
party candidate. Using that
model Anderson said that he
could state, with confidence, that
President Bush will win re-elec
tion by one to three percent over
Senator John Kerry.
“There’s no question that
people’s income is growing,”
Anderson said. “And unemploy
ment is dropping. In Michigan
unemployment is higher, the drop
had not been that good, but
nationally unemployment has
really dropped fast.”

Closest to campus for
Orientation

1 Block NW of GVSU

Anderson also said that vot
ers carry a “what-have-youdone-for-me-lately”
attitude
when at the polls, an attitude that
could help the President.
“To try to figure out just how
George Bush has done, this year,
in the last four quarters, have
been the best four quarters under
George Bush.”
For those hoping to unseat
Bush in November the most trou
bling fact about Anderson’s pres
entation may be the fact that
Anderson’s model can be used to
accurately predict the winners of
19 of the last 21 presidential elec
tion. The two misses coming in
1976 and 1992 when the model
predicted the incumbent presi
dents Gerald Ford and George
Bush Sr. would win re-election.
“Every once in a while the
voters just don't do what they're
supposed to do,” Anderson said.
Anderson also commented on
the voting history of Michigan
saying that Michigan voters were
“erratic” and difficult to predict.
Among the reasons for

Michigan’s inability to be pre
dicted, Anderson said, are that
Michigan can be conservative
when it comes to issues of war,
and that many voters do not vote
strictly along party lines.
In the conclusion of his pres
entation Anderson re-iterated that
the prediction was just that, a pre
diction and that the model, has
been and could be wrong.
Whitney said that it Anderson's
modesty that was one of the most
important aspects of his presenta
tion.
"And then he said that there
was the human will,” Whitney
said. “We cannot predict how
people are going to behave there
are other variables that come in.
He got the audience on his side
by showing that kind of humility.
I think the audience respected
him for not trying to come in here
and gec-golly-wow us.”
As for whether Anderson's
prediction comes true, we'll have
to wait until November. “I'd love
to see how his model works this
time,” Whitney said.
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gvldigest
Campus
from press reports

Grand Vafloy Statu
Onhmrslty captures NACDA
Directors Cup
GVSU earned its first-ever United
States Sports Academy NACDA
Directors’ Cup for all-around excel
lence in athletic programs. The
Lakers totaled the top Division II
score with 810 points. To Highlight
the 2(X)3-04 sports season, the
Lakers football team won its backto-back National Championship.
GVSU also advanced to the Dll
College World Series for the second
consecutive year, made the final
four for volleyball, finished third in
women’s cross country. In addition,
GVSU recorded seven top 10 finish
es in NCAA championship competi
tion.

ifeeMCC us hosting a
Hood drtwo on Friday, him
25 from 10 am to 2 pm
The Allendale Area Chamber of
Commerce (AACC) is hosting a
blood drive sponsored by the
Michigan Community Blood Center.
For more information on the blood
drive, please contact Julie Van Dyke
at (616) 895-6295.

Recognition Ceremony at
the Kirkhof School of
Nursing elects Mary
Koenen as the outstanding
clinical preceptor award.
Koenen is a Family Nurse
Practitioner at the GVSU Family
Health Center. The award recog
nizes a clinical preceptor who has
been nominated by graduate stu
dents with whom she had worked as
a teacher in a clinical setting.

Allendale Celebrates the
4th of July
On Friday, July 2. the kids and
adults will compete for the
Allendale Idol award. The winner
of the Allendale Idol award will be
asked to participate in community
events and celebrations throughout
the upcoming year. On Sunday,
July 4, there will be a community
church service, ice cream social,
music in the park and a fireworks
show. The Allendale Ministerial
Committee and the 4th of July
Committee have joined forces to
provide and evening of worship and
celebration. On Monday. July 5. the
4th of July parade will be held. The
50th Annual parade will start at 10
am on the campus of Grand Valley
State University. The Parade route
will start at the North end of
Campus and follow Campus Drive
to the South end. In addition to the
parade, there will be a pancake
breakfast from 7 am to 10 am. There
will also be music played from the
Carillon Tower from 9:30 am to 10
am as well as an auto show from 9
am to 3 pm. games and rids for kids
from 11 am to 3 pm. Garden tractor
pull from I pm to 3 pm. warped
wings aerial show from 12 pm to 2
pm and the Knowlton house muse
um open house from 11 am to 2 pm.
For more information contact Kathy
Hanes at (616) 895-6295.

Grand VaNay State
University summer student
exhibit begins
Grand Valley State University
summer student exhibit will be held
from May 3 to August 6, 2(X)4. The
exhibit will take place in the Art
Gallery, which is located in room
1121 in the performing arts center.

GVSU Foundation honored
four area leaders at ns
annual Enrichment Dinner
Four area leaders were honored
for their community philanthropy
and commitment to GVSU on in
May. The four honorees were
Arnold C. Ott, Mitchell G. Watt, L.
William Seidman and Jean W.
Knrich. The founders award was
given to L. William Seidman. The
Enrichment award was given to
Arnold C. Ott. The Leadership
award was given to Mitchell G.
Watt and the Arend D. Lubbers
Award was given to Jean W.
Enright.

Live music plsyed at two
campus locations
The bands Oh My, Icicles, and
Slumber Party will take the stage in
the leaker Village parking lot
Saturday, June 19 at 6 pm. Three
more bands City Sleep. Patterns in
Paris and the Reputation take the
stage at 6 pm on Thursday, June 24
at the Cook-Dewitt Plaza. All
Students, faculty and family mem
bers arc welcome to attend. The
concert is supported by the Student
Life Fund as allocated by Student
Senate. For more information con
tact Jenn Sova at sovaje@gvsu.edu.
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Senate starts school year in the summer
Nate Hoekstra
Grand Valley Lanthorn

The upcoming academic
year won’t start for another two
months, but the Grand Valley
State University Student Senate
is already working on some of
it’s new projects to hit the
ground running for 2004-2005.
Although the senate as a
whole does not gather during the
summer to discuss issues, the
dedicated members of the senate
cabinet have been working
together all summer to ensure
that summer life for GVSU stu
dents holds more than just class
es or work.
So far this summer, the cabi
net of the senate has approved
about $7,600 in summer pro

gramming allocations, said new
senate President Jon Osborn.
Some of the money has been
used to fund a trip to Cedar Point
and a West Michigan Whitecaps
game for students earlier in the
summer, while some of the pro
gramming is still upcoming. The
senate has allocated money to
take another trip to a national
amusement park. Six Flags
Great American in Gurnee, IL on
JUly 24.
In addition to trips to amuse
ment parks and baseball games,
the senate is also funding sever
al live music shows sponsored
by the new GVSU student
organization Hardcore Music
Club. The upcoming shows are
on June 19 and June 24.
The show on June 19 will be

held from 6-9 p.m, at Laker
Village, with a rain location in
the Grand River Room of the
Kirkhof Center. The show on
June 24 will be held at the Clock
Tower Plaza, with a rain location
in the Grand River Room as
well. The Laker Village show
will feature the bands Oh My,
Icicles and Slumber Party while
the Clock Tower Show will host
The Reputation, City Sleep and
Patterns in Paris.
Although the senate is mak
ing strides to provide summer
entertainment, they have hit a
few hurdles along the way.
Academic restrictions have
forced three senators to step
down from their current posi
tions, including Executive Vice
President Tony Purkal. Osborn

said that current Vice President
of Student Resources Michelle
Horvath has stepped up to take
some of the responsibility of the
now-vacant EVP role.
The senate constitution rules
require members to have a cer
tain GPA to serve on cabinet and
on the body as a whole.
“According to the student
organization manual as well as
our constitution members have
to maintain a set GPA,” Osborn
said.
Osborn said that no one
wanted to see Purkal have to
leave the senate and that the sit
uation was not easy to deal with.
“We’re losing a very valu
able member of our organiza
tion, but our rules are set forth to
be followed and we have to fol

low the rules set forth in the stu
dent organization manual,”
Osborn said.
Osborn could not speculate
as to who will take over the posi
tion in the fall and could also not
confirm when the replacement
officer will be selected. He
added that he has been delegat
ing the responsibilities and that
the situation was nothing that the
current cabinet could not work
through.
“We’ve still been able to
accomplish quite a bit compared
to years past,” Osborn said.
“Past cabinet members didn’t
really do anything during the
summer, and I’m trying to
change that. We’ve had a couple
of vice presidents really step up
and do a great job.”

State focuses on drunk driving
Nate Hoekstra
Grand Valley Lanthorn

About 500 Michigan law
enforcement agencies will take
part in a statewide effort to crack
down on drunk driving from
June 25 through July 11.
Grand Valley Department of
Public Safety is one of the par
ticipating agencies. DPS has
also taken part in past seatbelt
mobilizations along with other
state organizations.
The upcoming mobilization
is the first since the state of
Michigan adopted its new lower
.08 blood alcohol content (BAC)
standard for drunk driving
offenses.
Michigan was the 44th state
in the country to adopt the new
.08 BAC standard. The National
Highway
Traffic
Safety
Administration (NHTSA) esti
mates that the U.S. could save
between 400 and 600 lives each
year if all states would adopt the
new .08 BAC standard.
“Michigan
officers
are
trained to spot drunk drivers and
are serious about keeping roads
safe,” said Michael L. Prince,
Office of Highway Safety
Planning (OHSP) division direc

tor. “These mobilizations are
particularly important during
summer
months
because
increased recreation and travel
make Michigan roads especially
dangerous.”
Crackdown efforts of this
kind are funded by the federal
government to allow officers
and departments to set aside spe
cial patrols during the designat
ed periods.
According to the OHSP,
studies have shown that fewer
motorists drive under the influ
ence of alcohol when increased
police patrols are present. The
study also indicated that nearly
35 percent of all fatal crashes in
2003 involved drivers under the
influence of alcohol or drugs.
Director of GVSU’s ALERT
labs Nancy Harper said “I’m
pleased to see the state working
with so many agencies to mobi
lize a crackdown on drunk driv
ing. Alcohol-related traffic acci
dents are the number one killer
of college age people. There is
no justification for driving under
the influence, but ALERT Labs’
research among GVSU students
reveals that the more a student
drinks, the more he or she is
likely to drive under the influ
ence.”

Number of drinking occasions in
the last 30 days prior to the
survey, and consequences "l”
experienced.

| Driven under influence (q30)

DPS Sergeant Brandon
DeHaan added that Grand Valley
officers are made aware of the
selective patrols, regardless of
the fact that many of the targeted
dates fall when students are on
break.
“Our officers are always
mindful of both seatbelts and
OWI
(Operating
While
Intoxicated)
regardless
of
whether or not there is a mobi
lization taking place,” DeHaan
said.
“We want everyone to enjoy
the great activities, like boating
and
beaches,
offered
in
Michigan, but to do so responsi
bly,” Prince said. “Sometimes,
people do not realize they have
had too much to drink after a day
in the sun.”
A NHTSA study showed that
a majority of drivers are
impaired with a .08 BAC as it
affects driving tasks like steer
ing, braking, lane changing and
paying attention. The National
Institute on Alcohol Abuse and
Alcoholism
(www.niaaa.nih.gov) reported
statistic showing that driving
skills can be affected with a
BAC of as low as .02.
DeHaan added that if stu
dents are going to drink, they

Not
drink
at all in
past 30
days

j 2.9%

Drink
1 time
in past
30 days

Drink
2 times
in past
30 days

Consequences under
the new ' " driving
7

• Up to 93 days in jail
• Up to a $500 fine
• Up to 360 hours of community
service
• Up to 6 points on a
driver’s license
• Up to 180 day’ license suspen
sion
should do so responsibly.
“GVSU students never need
to drive after drinking: they can
always get a free ride home by
calling ‘Last Call’,” Harper said.

Drink
3-4
times
in past
30 days

Drink 5
times in
past 30
days

32.7% | 37.8% | 42.5% ' 47%

home for you. and can be
reached locally at (616) 4438489.

Drink 6
times in
past 30
days

34.8%

Drink 7
times in
past 30
days

f

| 52%
Ctmrttay of GVSU Alert l oh--

This chart depicts statistics found by GVSU Alert Labs surveys.

Eberhard Center
wins multiple awards
“We know we have great services,”
she said. “ We’re proud of the
Eberhard Center.”
The Eberhard Center can accommo
date many people for conferences; a
full theater can seat up to 500 people
and a full-size classroom can seat up to
300, according to the conference serv
ices website. There is also a telecon
ference auditorium and an Executive
Alan Ingram
Board Room.
Grand Valley Lanthorn
Earley said that during the peak sum
mer months, typically one or two con
Grand Valley State University’s ferences are held at the Eberhard
Eberhard Center, located in downtown Center each weekend and during the
Grand Rapids, received a Silver slower winter season, usually two con
Townie Award from On the Town mag ferences or receptions are held each
azine as the second-best place in West month.
Michigan to hold a con
She also said that the
ference .
will
M------------------------- recognition
On the Town maga
increase the popularity
zine is an Arts and
of the center for future
Entertainment publica
events.
tion
for the West We know we have
“I think it will defi
Michigan area, said
nitely pique interest,”
great
services.
Mindy Earley, the client
Earley said.
services manager at We're proud of the
She said that many
GVSU. The magazine
people are not aware of
asked readers to vote Eberhard Center.
the conference area in
for specific areas of
the Eberhard Center
MINDY
EARLEY
interest
in
West
because it is located in
Client services manager an academic building.
Michigan,
including
GVSU
best university, best
Earley said that the
building and best place
recognition by On the
to hold a reception.
Town
magazine of
Grand Valley also won
GVSU and its facilities
a Gold Townie Award in
shows the quality of
the best university cate
Grand Valley as an
gory and another Silver Townie in the institution. She said she thinks GVSU
best building category for the Cook- consistently exemplifies excellence in
DeVos Center for Health Sciences.
many areas, including its academic
Earley said the recognition came as quality and facilities.
somewhat of a surprise to the people in
According to the Web site, “Eberhard
Conference Services, even though they conference facilities provide the per
knew the food, parking availability fect meeting space, highly experienced
and rates set the Eberhard Center apart staff, full audiovisual capabilities and
from many other facilities.

■ Building takes home
recognition for best
university building and
second-best conference
building
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Grand Valley lanthorn File Photo

The Eberhard Center on the Pew Campus recently won a Silver Townie award from On The
Town Magazine.

the finest food and beverage service
for (an) event, no matter how large or
small.”
A variety of meal and food options is
available during conferences as well.
Those hosting a reception or a confer
ence can choose many different foods,
from muffins and French toast for
breakfast to grilled beef tenderloin or
chicken farfelle pasta for dinner.
Earley said that the rates for the vari
\

ety of services offered are very reason
able.
The Frcderik Meijer Gardens in
Grand Rapids was the only location to
surpass the Eberhard Center as the best
place to hold a conference and
received the Gold Townie Award.
For more information about the con
ference services available at Grand
Valley visit the Web site at
www.gvsu.edu/conferenceservices.
v
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Pistons aren’t alone
Even though the Pistons may have won the NBA
Brent Mata
Finals by the time you read this newspaper, they’re
not the only team thatfans ofMichigan sports should
be proud of. As much fun as it is to watch Big Ben GVL SPEAK UP
Wallace block shots, Rip Hamilton drain shots left
This week the Grand Valley Lanthorn asked eight community members:
and right (with the mask, mind you) and make fun of
Phil “Zen Master” Jackson, there’s a couple more
teams out there that deserve a bunch of credit. They
come from closer to home than you may think. The
West Michigan Whitecaps? Sure, games are fun, bid
they aren’t one of the teams Pm thinking of. The
Grand Rapids Griffins? Regardless of their playoff
appearance this season, they’re not one either.

Do you think the Pistons can win
the NBA Championship?

The teams I speak of are teams made up of our peers, you know, GVSU
students. Ever wonder why the kid who sits behind you in calculus is
always tired? It’s not because he’s addicted to video games like your fresh
man year roommate was, it’s because he’s one of the hundreds of student
athletes who work their tails off to bring success on the field, court, dia
mond. track or any other sporting venue to Grand Valley.
Take, for example, the crown jewel of the GVSU sports dynasty: the
football team. With appearances in the national championship game for the
past three years and back to back titles, there’s no question that we have the
best football team in all of Division ll. If you don’t believe me, wait until
the pre-season polls come out. If by some fluke, GVSU isn’t ranked at the
top. then we’ll all know that the BCS isn’t the only flawed ranking system
in college football.
Even though football has been the most widely recognized for their ath
letic prowess, other GVSU teams have done more than their fair share of
work to have stellar seasons. GVSU’s baseball team went to the national
semifinals last year and went all the way to the national championship
game this season, but lost in the last game. Certainly not a season to be
ashamed of, to say the least.
GVSU women’s soccer team has 2 players in semipro leagues and tied
for 9th in the NCAA rankings after a 17-2-2 season. Men’s basketball has a
new coach and a hot new recruit from Jenison High School, right in
Allendale’s back yard. Although they weren’t too hot this season, they look
forward to a good season next year. Volleyball has signed six new recruits
after a 30-8 record this season, and the crew team took honors for three of
their five entries in the Dad Vails Regatta in Pennsylvania. Women’s cross
country took 3rd in the NCAA and 1st in the GLIAC. Women’s golf also
finished 1st in the GLIAC and 6th overall in the NCAA. Women’s softball
also tied for 9th in the NCAA rankings with a 36-8 record.
What the successes of these teams has brought Grand Valley is more
than a little recognition. GVSU athletics is now the proud holder of the
President's Cup. the award for the most successful overall athletics pro
gram in the Great Lakes Intercollegiate Athletics Conference.
As if that wasn’t enough, GVSU took the cake by capturing its firstever U.S. Sports Academy NACDA Directors Cup. The cup means that
GVSU can finally say that we have the best combination of teams of any
college in all of Division II. The best part is, we were second in the points
for the cup for the past two years.
So what does this all mean? It means that although the Pistons and the
Red Wings are always fun to cheer for, remember that there are plenty of
other teams closer to home that deserve your support as well.

“yes, I'm surprised
they have not already,
they could have won
game two. They
should finish it in five.'
Jon Howard
Senior
History

‘Yes, all the pistons
have to do is keep
Shaq out oflhe post,
make sure Rip is hitting
his jump shot and keep
the ladies away from
Kobe.”
Marcus Fed
Senior
Public Administration

“Yes, with the quick
ness of Hamilton and
hit shooting ability
there is no doubt they
will win."

WOW US ♦

- Cleaves Whitney
Directo' of the Hauenstein Center
for Pnsidential Studies

GVL OPINION POLICY
The ultimate goal of the Grand Valley
luinthom opinion page is to stimulate discus
sion and action on topics of interest to the
Grand Valley Community.
The Grand Valley Lanthom welcomes
reader viewpoints and offers three vehicles
of expression for reader opinions: letters to
the editor, guest columns and phone respons
es.
I ,cttcrs must he signed and accompanied
with current picture identification. Letters
will be checked by an employee of the Grand
Valley Lanthom.
letters appear as space permits each
issue. The limit for for letter length is one
page, single spaced.

)

The editor reserves the right to edit and
condense letters and columns for length
restrictions and clarity.
All letters must be typed.
The Grand Valley Lanthom will not be
held responsible for errors that appear in
print as a result of transcribing handwritten
letters.
The name of the author is usually pub
lished but may be withheld for compelling
reasons.
The content, information and views
expressed are not approved by nor necessar
ily represent those of the university, its Board
of Trustees, officers, faculty and staff.

r

Sharese Shannon
Senior
Public Administration

‘Yes, they are a team
rather than individuals."

“Yes, the Pistons
are a team."

Justin Reusch
Senior
Film

Stacey Eaton
Senior
English

Wendy Tyler
Senior
Psychology

GVL LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Books are hard on the bucks

“9 think the audience
respected him for not trying
to come in here andaee-gouy-

“Unfortunately,
because I want Karl
Malone and Gary
Payton to win rings,
plus I think Payton is
sexy. ”

I agree with Matt. As a parent of
two full time students at GVSU I'm
shocked by the costs of books each
semester. This "little" expense usual
ly runs me about $l 700per year.
When the students return the books
for resale they are given pennies com
pared to the cost of the new text. I
recall another article in the Lanthorn
about "kick-backs" the teaching staff
receive from the publishers for using
the text. Let's see the teaching staff
receives a pay check from GV AND
support checks from the publishers. I
call that double dipping. What do the
parents and students get....screwed as
usual.

Tsocia@aol.com
Cartoon found inappropriate
A sunny summer Sunday after
noon brought my feet to the down
town campus, unsure of what I might
accomplish, just bored and without
obligation. I shifted the cup of
chocolate soup that was once ice
cream from my left hand to my right,
and grabbed a copy of the newest
Lanthom summer edition, eager to
read the latest happenings at my uni
versity. I took it to the bathroom
stalls, as clearly many other students

had, evidenced by the litterings of
Brian's Books advance textbook order
forms strewn across the ground. And
I found it rather ironic, after reading
the small blip on the sidebar on page
3 about Camegie-Mellon's newspa
per's suspension as a result of a
racially charged cartoon, only to turn
the page and sec that the Lanthom
had also published a racially charged
cartoon, wholly inappropriate and dis
tasteful. The cartoon depicted a
stereotypical image of two Arab men,
outraged in the first panel at Iraqi tor
ture, then celebrating the torture and
mutilation of American contractors in
the next.
Not only did I find this cartoon
despicable, offensive, and speculative,
but counterproductive to the aims of
peace in the middle east, and I was
ashamed to see it printed in my uni
versity's paper, that I and all students
fund via the Student Life Fee. I hope
that those responsible will apologize,
be positive, and not use my and other
students' hard earned money to fur
ther their own political agendas.
Perhaps a gander at the university
mission and values statement would
be in order.

Joe Basch
Senior
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“Of course because
Ben Wallace wants
them to. I also hope
we win in six games on
the Lakers court so we
can rub it in the ‘Zen
Master’s’ face.”
Phil Beta
Senior
Biomedical Science

“Of course, it is about
time that the Bad
Boys are back again.
It’s been 14 years."
Sarah Gilgen
Senior
Psychology

=2^7
Healthcare a right not a privilege
I feel that the law is wrong as
well. How could you ever say that,
especially for medical care. The
United States stands for freedom and
its first priority is to keep Americans
safe and healthy, if you deny medical
care you are not doing what I believe
this country stands for. Shall I punish
all those who like the color red
because l hate it? No, I should not!
Doing this just brings more problems
in the world and right now I think
doing this is going against what we
are doing in the war today. We are
fighting to give people the freedom to
live their life how they please, we are
giving them health care and we are
giving them aid. if we can give nonAmericans aid and health care, we
should be able to give it to all
Americans no matter how they live
their life!

zipper_2203@yahoo.com

Maribetb Holtz, Laker Life Editor
lakerlifeQylantbom com
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Allendale church faces charges from Tibet-Michigan
Luke Marsy
Grand Valley Lanthorn

Tibet-Michigan, the group
of individuals and organizations
working to bring awareness
about Chinese-occupied Tibet,
is bringing an Allendale church
to court for compensation of
expenses incurred in promoting
a concert appearance by seven
Tibetan Monks from the Tashi
Lhunpo Monastery.
Members of the Saint Mary
Margaret Church in Allendale,
led by the Rev. Michael
McMahon,
loudly
recited

prayers from the rosary as the
monks were performing. The
group of about 50 people felt
that allowing non-Christians to
perform at the Basilica amount
ed to sacrilege.
“They showed up, caused a
ruckus, and as a direct result the
concert never happened,” said
Glenn Freeman, administrator
for Tibet-Michigan and also the
person who organized the con
cert. “They were making noise
in the form of chanting, 1 guess.
From a legal perspective, it
doesn’t matter what they were
saying; they stopped an event
from happening.”

Freeman initially went to
small claims court to try and
cover the about. $231 that was
spent on marketing for the con
cert, but Saint Mary Margaret
Church wished to have a lawyer
present, which small claims
court does not permit. In order
to make the Civil Division court
more worthwhile. Freeman said
that Tibet-Michigan is looking
into the laws surrounding hate
crimes and discrimination.
“What they did was blatant
discrimination against another
group,” said Freeman. “There
are two religions being abused
here: The Roman Catholics who

gave us permission to perform
and the Buddhists who came
here to perform. You know
what the |Klu Klux KIan| used
to do? It’s similar to that.”
The Allendale church prac
tices Latin Mass, and is not part
of the Catholic Diocese of
Grand Rapids.
“They’re
not
even
Catholics,” Freeman explained.
“They’re not even represented
by the Pope, who has allowed
Buddhists to perform in a
Catholic space.”
Freeman said that when the
Rev. Thomas DeYoung, the pas
tor at St. Adalbert's, approached

the Allendale group and polite
ly asked them to desist,
McMahon responded, “Get
away from me you pedophile
priest,” and the group continued
to chant. Lventually the seven
monks peacefully walked away
from the stage.
Tibet-Michigan is using its
resources to further investigate
hate-crime and discrimination
laws, but they are not sure on
how far they will be able to
bring those accusations.
“We don’t have very many
funds to work with," Freeman
said. “We have one or two peo
ple looking into it. We just

know what they did was
wrong."
He also added that TibetMichigan is more than willing
to accept just a public apology,
but they have not received one
yet. w< H >i > i \ 8 pnviously
reported the McMahon feels no
apology is necessary. Neither
McMahon nor the Saint Mary
Margaret Church could be
reached for comment.
“They believe what they did
was right," Freeman said.
"That is just absurd in our coun
try."
No date has been set for
court proceedings.
■\
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In remembrance
■ Young student
finds that if he
builds it, they will
come
Luke Marsy
Grand Valley Lanthorn

According to Michael
Brower, a lot of Eagle Scouts
build bat houses for their
Eagle project. He organized
the construction of a Civil War
Memorial.
A dedication ceremony
took place May 31 for the
newly erected Civil War
Memorial
at
William
Montague Ferry Park in
Ferrysburg, Mich.
Brower
came up with the idea as part
of his community service to
become an Eagle Scout in the
Boy Scouts of America.
Brower, who is a 17-yearold sophomore at Grand
Valley State University, said
that his interest in the Civil
War started when he was even
younger.
“My mom’s a history
buff,” explained Brower. “On
vacations we’ve visited all the
major Civil War battlefields.”
In addition he also dressed
up as a messenger and partici
pated in re-enactments of
major Civil War battles. Some
of the re-enactments have
been local, in Hastings and
Greenville, but he has also
acted in shows in Gettysburg,
Pa.
“I’ve did a lot of them,” he
said. “I didn't get a gun at
first because I was too young,
but I made my way up the
ranks until I could carry one.”
After frequent trips to the
South and back to Michigan,
Brower noticed a lack of Civil
War memorials in the Union
state.
“Down south,” he said,
“you can drive along any
street and you’re bound to see
a memorial. Up north, you
never do. A lot of it is because
there were no battles here, but
just as many men died. It’s
kind of weird.”
Holland and Grand Rapids
both have Civil War memori
als.
The Grand HavenFerrysburg-Spring Lake tri

city area did not have one and kept track of the transac
tions. The American Legion
until now.
“My idea was bringing all donated $500 and some tri
three cities together, because city locals donated as much as
that’s whose names are on the $700 each.
“There were a lot of fairly
plaque,” he said.
Brower began research for large donations and even the
the memorial in July 2002. smallest was $50,” Brower
By looking through Union said.
Some
contributions
Army enlistment records, cen
sus records from 1860 and weren’t of monetary value.
1870, as well as taking a Some of the manual and other
week-long trip to Gettysburg, labor was free of charge. In
he compiled a list of names of the end, Brower said that the
possible veterans. At first he memorial is still near $400
only expected to erect a small short of the cost.
“It was $500, but someone
black granite plaque in the
park with around 125 names handed me a $100 for it the
of Civil War Veterans from the other day,” he added.
The
Sons
of
Union
tri-city area. In the end, he
ended up with an 8-by-4 gray Veterans of the Civil War
granite plaque with the names organized the dedication cere
mony in interesting fashion.
of 314 veterans.
“They did it just as they
“I just found out that it is
actually 315, so we’re going would have performed the
to have to sand-blast the name monument ceremony at the
on there,” he mentioned. “I’m turn of the century,” Brower
said. "A fair
sure there will
amount of peo
be more too.”
ple from the
The records
community
Brower
The
biggest
thing
showed
up,
researched did
which
both
not include the I was looking for
surprised and
any names of
excited me.”
Confederate was to get the
He added,
soldiers from
communities
“Fox
News
the
tri-city
showed
up.
area. He said excited together.
They kind of
that he could
Michael Brower scared me.”
have done more
State Sen.
research, but it
Monument creator and
would
have
GVSU student Wayne Kuiper
and state Rep.
taken
Barb
“extreme”
VanderVeen
amounts
of
were speakers
time.
at the ceremo
“To be hon
est, I kind of hoped [to find a ny. Also speaking were the
Confederate name), but I was mayor of Ferrysburg, a scout
executive from the Gerald R.
n’t able to,” he said.
After researching, Brower Ford council, an officer from
took his idea to Craig the Sons of Union Veterans of
Bessenger, who was the city the Civil War and Brower.
Bessenger said that the
clerk for Ferrysburg at that
community appreciates and is
time.
“[Michael] met with us, honored by the memorial.
“The community response
and at that time he had a
been
all
positive,”
design and two or three pro has
posed locations for where he Bessenger said.
“It got the communities [in
wanted it to be,” said
Bessenger, who is now the tri-city area] behind it.”
Ferrysburg’s city manager. Brower said. “The biggest
“We reviewed the locations thing I was looking for was to
and eventually approved the get the communities excited
one location he had really together. At the ceremony,
there was people from all
wanted.”
The cost of the $3,300 three cities there: young, old;
memorial was funded mostly Democrats and Republicans. I
through private donations. was pleased.”
Bessenger handled the money

u--------------------
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Michael Brower stands next to his brainchild: the Civil War Memorial In Ferrysburg
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Professor receives award for service
■ Awardfor
organizing projects
in and outside of
the classroom
Rich McGowan
Grand Valley Lanthorn

For the second year in a row
a professor from the Padnos
School of Engineering has been
awarded with the Dedicated
Service Awarded from the
American
Society
of
Mechanical Engineers.
Shirley Fleischmann has
been honored for her efforts in
coordinating service learning
projects in and out of the class
room.
The
Dedicated
Service
Award honors dedicated volun
tary service to the society
marked by outstanding perform
ance, demonstrated effective
leadership, prolonged and com
mitted service, devotion, enthu
siasm and faithfulness. The
award is presented to individuals
who have served the society for
10 years or more.
“She’s a very dedicated
lady,” said the director of the
Padnos School of Engineering

Paul Plotkowski, who also won
the award last year. “She doesn’t
go out looking for awards. She’s
fairly low-key person and there
are a lot of people here at the
university and at the American
Society
of
Mechanical
Engineers that feel that she’s a
very special person.”
Among the many projects
she
has
spearheaded
Fleischmann has led her stu
dents in helping under privi
leged children aspire to go to
college when before the concept
of a college education was a for
eign one. Her class has “adopt
ed” a fifth grade class at Sibley
Elementary and has opened the
eyes of children of lower income
households to the prospect of a
high education.
“The service activities that
she’s been involved in has them
interacting with the university
students and faculty and having
them in our facilities and now
the students are talking about
‘when I go to college’ not the
idea of going to college,”
Plotkowski said.
“A lot of those kids come
from homes where people have
not finished high school,” said
Fleischmann. “So academics are
not usually high on the list [of
priorities]. So we try to get some

positive role models to try to
keep them going through middle
school and high school.”
Fleischmann also organizes •
a Bikes for Kids program to take
donated bikes, fixing them up
and donating them to inner-city
children who cannot afford
them.
“One of the nice things about
Bikes for Kids is tljat it kind of
comes and goes, in 20 minutes
you can go down and work on a
bike,” Fleischmann said. “Other
projects have you logged into a
time and place. But for Bikes for
Kids whenever a bike is we’ll
give it away. So I like that proj
ect for that reason you can help
without being tied down to a
schedule.”
Fleischmann said that she
started service learning with
classes to expose her students to
a* lifestyle they would probably
not see themselves.
“I don’t know of any [proj
ects] that we were doing and it’s
an important character trait as I
see it for college students to look
around, see who needs help and
if they’re able to help out then
they
should
volunteer,”
Fleischmann said. “Also it’s an
important way to get to know
people who live differently than
you.”
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Lakers, Huskies, set to clash at ‘Bash at the Big House’
Amit Sheth
Grand Valle}/ Lan thorn

Many football players, espe
cially those from the state of
Michigan, dream of playing in
Michigan Stadium commonly
known as the Big House. That
dream will become a reality for
two
teams
on
Saturday,
November 6, 2(X)4 as Michigan
Tech University will host Grand
Valley State University on the
same field that some of the
greatest players and coaches
have battled on.
The game was put together
by the help of alumni from both
universities and with support
from
the
University
of
Michigan.
“This is very exciting,” said
GVSU Athletic Director Tim
Selgo. “We are proud to be a
part of this game. It is going to
be a special weekend for every
one involved.”
The game features two
teams on different paths. Just a
year ago, the Michigan Tech
football program was dropped
from the university due to a low

budget and revenue shares,
while the Lakers celebrated
their repeat Division II national
championship.
“We are happy to support
the Michigan Tech program,”
Selgo said. “It’s a tremendous
opportunity to play in the ‘Big
House.’ It’s also special for the
coaches, players, marching
bands and fans.”
The “Bash at the Big
House” will be played the last
week of the regular season.
“We saved the best for last,”
said Michigan Tech head coach
Bernie Anderson. “You’re the
best and you're last,” were the
words spoken directly to Grand
Valley head coach Chuck
Martin.
For Martin, this game is
what college football is all
about.
“It is going to be one of the
greatest days in college football
history,”
Martin
said.
“Everything good about college
athletics will be on display.”
The vast majority of the
Lakers' roster originates from
Michigan. Martin knows the
significance of that stat and

hopes his team will embrace the
opportunity of playing in the
“Big House.”
“It’s been an unbelievable
ride the last couple of years, but
1 don’t know if anything we did
will compare with playing in
Michigan Stadium,” Martin
said. “We’re honored to be part
of it. I can promise you we’ll
have a lot of our fans making
the trip to Ann Arbor to support
us.”
Along with raising funds for
the Tech football program, the
goal of the game is to break the
Division II record attendance
of 61,143 in 1979.
“We want to really fill up
the Big House and set the
Division II attendance record,”
Selgo said. “We want to see a
lot of fans wearing blue and
black and white in the stands.
We think it's going to be a spe
cial day.”
While football remains the
central focus of “Bash at the Big
House,” it’s not the only event
taking place over the weekend.
Michigan Tech has organ
ized the Michigan Youth
Engineering Science (YES)

expo. This event will take place
in Chrysler arena and is open to
the public to help children learn
about the careers involved in
engineering and technology. In
addition, the Tech men’s basket
ball team will take on the maize
and blue of Michigan in a pre
season game Sunday afternoon.
"We have the opportunity to
play in one of the most famous
and the biggest stadiums in col
lege football,” Anderson said.
"To fill that place would be
something. We really plan to
take Michigan Tech and plant it
in Ann Arbor for the weekend.
If we can’t get all of you people
to visit the Upper Peninsula,
we’re going to bring it to lower
Michigan.”
Tickets are $ 18 each and can
be purchased at the Athletic
Department or by calling (616)
331-8800. They are also avail
able online at www.bashatthebighouse.com. Seating will be
general admission by sections;
The Lakers will be on the visitor
sidelines and Tech will be on
the home sideline, nearest the
press box.

Grand Valley Lanthorn / Will Harrah

Grand Valley head football coach Chuck Martin speaks to the press about
the upcoming ‘Bash at the Big House.’

Lakers fall 12-8 in championship game
Lakers end on low note but
are satisfied with season
Mixter improved his record to 8-2
on the season, yielding two runs
on Five hits in six innings of action.
“1 thought we played well in
The Grand Valley State
all
facets
of the game,” Lyon said.
University baseball team arrived
in Alabama with one goal in mind, “We came up with some timely
to win the Division II College hits, made plays in the Field and
World Series. The Lakers, howev worked effectively on the mound.”
The Lakers bats came alive in
er, fell short as they lost in the
the
fourth, fifth and seventh
championship game 12-8 to Delta
innings in game three. Tim
State.
DSU took control of the game Hudnall and McFarland hit two
early with four runs in the First RBI doubles to help Grand Valley
advance to the
three
innings.
title game.
GVSU’s First run
GVSU did
came in the fourth
not go unno
off an RBI single
Delta State
ticed
in
by Scott Allen.
Alabama for the
DSU continued to made the plays
second consecu
put runs on the
tive
year. This
board, which kept they needed to
year
Matt
the Lakers on their
Rafeld
and
make,
and
heels. The Lakers
McFarland
battled back in the that's what
were named to
seventh when des
the
College
ignated hitter Matt championship
World
Series
Wright connected
All-Tournament
on a three-run teams do.
team. Last year
homerun to cut the
STEVE LYON Joe Mertes was
deFicit to 9-7, but
GVSU Head Coach named to the
was not enough as
team as a soph
DSU scored three
omore.
more in the sev
“I am very
enth to win the
proud
and
title.
happy
for
them
two,”
Lyon
said.
All-American pitcher Phil
Mixter took the defeat, allowing “Brandon proved he is the best
center Fielder in the country. Matt
four runs in two innings of work.
“We had a shot to win the ball also showed he was the best pitch
game,” said GVSU head coach er at the College World Series.”
During the four games played,
Steve Lyon. “We hit the ball hard,
the
offense totaled 43 hits, 20
but Delta State made the plays
RBIs,
two homeruns and 26 runs.
they needed to make, and that’s
The pitching staff was also solid
what championship teams do.”
with 16 strikeouts.
Prior to the title game, the
“Our offense and pitching
Lakers beat three top Five teams in
played
well,” Lyon said. “Every
the country to advance to the
phase of our team played well the
championship.
In game one GVSU beat No. 4 entire tournament.”
GVSU Finished the season
ranked Cal State Chico 2-1 in 12
with
an overall record of 46-16,
innings. Nick Sandy drove in cen
ter Fielder Brandon McFarland which is the most wins in school
with a single to help the Lakers history.
“It was an unbelievable sea
advance to the next round. Mixter
pitched eight innings, allowing son,” Lyon said. “Our team
one run on eight hits to cam the believed in each other. We played
with a lot of confidence, character
victory.
and
proved that we are a top team
The Lakers hitting and pitch
ing lifted them to a 5-2 victory in the country. We felt we could
over Bryant College in game two. win every time we stepped onto
GVSU pounded out 14 hits, while the field.”

Amit Sheth

Grand Valley Lanthorn
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All-Conference lineman out for year with torn ACL
■ Black and Blue
spring game gave
more than bruises
Amit Sheth
Grand Valley Lanthorn

The Grand Valley State
University football team will
have to overcome some adver
sity if they plan on defending
their title as the two-time
NCAA Division II national
champions this year.
The Lakers hit a speed
bump early on the road back
to
Alabama
when
A11 Conference offensive lineman
Josh Bourke went down with a

season-ending injury during
the annual Black and Blue
spring game.
Bourke, a 6-foot-6, 290
pound
left
tackle
from
Tecumsch, Ontario will under
go reconstructive surgery on
the anterior cruciate ligament
(ACL) in his right knee.
The All-Conference, AllNortheast Region team mem
ber and an All-American can
didate, felt something in his
leg give, but was unsure what
the injury was because he felt
no pain.
“It didn’t even hurt,”
Bourke said. "I remained in
the game and when I found out
the extent of the injury. I was
in shock.”
Bourke’s teammates were
also stunned by the outcome

of his injury. According to
sophomore offensive lineman
Matt Koss, his loss will have a
huge impact on the team.
“He is a great player,”
Koss said. “You don’t replace
a Josh Bourke. We are going
to have to persevere and work
together to overcome his
injury.”
The Lakers co-offensive
coordinator Todd
Kolster
knows that, while there is
strong talent competing for
the starting left tackle posi
tion, it will be tough to find a
replacement for Bourke. He
also understands, however,
that injuries arc a part of the
game.
“It was just one of those
things where Josh was running
downfield in space looking to

block a cornerback, plants his
foot and his knee gave up on
him,” Kolster said.
Over the past three title
runs, Bourke has been an
embodiment of everything
Grand Valley football strives
to be. His leadership on and
off the field has helped the
Lakers program be very suc
cessful.
“We feel horrible for
Josh," said offensive lineman
coach Steve Brockelbank.
“It’s a big-time disappoint
ment for him and the entire
program.
lie’s
an
AllAmerican tackle who was
preparing for his senior year.
He’s a special player and a
special leader.”
Bourke’s had a successful
career as a Laker. He red shirt-

ed in 2000, but earned his first
varsity letter as an offensive
tackle in 2001. Bourke had
his breakout season in 2002,
when he earned his second
varsity letter after starting all
14 games at left tackle. He
was a key contributor on an
offensive line that allowed
just 13 quarterback sacks in
455 passing attempts. He also
enabled the Lakers to have a
deadly ground attack. Grand
Valley averaged 204.4 yards
rushing and 284.2 passing
yards per game.
Prior to GVSU, Bourke
played high school football at
Orchard Lake St. Mary’s in
Michigan where he recorded
85 solo tackles, 65 assisted,
and 10 sacks his senior season
alone, which earned him all

metro honors.
high school
Division
Championship

He also led his
team to the
IV
State
in 2000.
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GV athletics take home Presidents Cup
Michelle Henthorne
Grand Valley Lanthorn

Grand
Valley
State
University was awarded the
Great Lakes Intercollegiate
Athletic
Conference
Presidents Cup for the sixth
consecutive year.
“It’s a measure of pride for
the school,” said Grand Valley
State
University
Athletic
Director, Tim Selgo.
Based on numerical stand
ings and athletics of nine
men’s and nine women’s
sports teams at the end of the
school year, each university in
the conference is awarded a
rank based on the overall per
formance of each
team
throughout their season. The
Presidents Cup is then award
ed to the institution with the
best overall performance in
the league’s championship
sponsored
sports.
Grand
Valley came out on top, beat
ing out the rest of the teams
including the second place
finish
of
Ferris
State
University, 142-108.
Selgo said, the outcome
of the Cup definitely has a
positive impact on the image
of the university as a whole.
“We certainly use that in
recruiting,” Selgo said. “The
best athletes out there want to
go and be on successful teams,
and success breeds success.

and when you’ve had success
you develop tradition and that
develops even more success.”
To earn the title this year,
GVSU ran away with nine
GLIAC titles, including men’s
cross country, women’s cross

country, men’s indoor and out
door track and field (they are
statistically
combined),
women’s indoor and outdoor
track and field, softball,
women’s golf, and baseball. In
addition to all of the first

Grand Valley Lanthorn

The final piece of the
coaching staff is set as Grand
Valley State University head
men’s basketball coach Ric
Wesley
introduced
Burt
Paddock as top assistant coach
May 20.
Paddock comes to GVSU
after spending two seasons as
assistant coach at St. Joseph’s
College m Indiana. During his
tenure
at
St.
Joseph’s,
Paddock helped lead his team
to two conference tournament
appearances and an overall

record of 26-30.
“My family and I are
extremely excited to become a
part of the basketball program
here at Grand Valley State
University,” Paddock said.
“Coaching positions of this
magnitude are rare and I
appreciate the opportunity I
have been given.”
The Lakers had numerous
candidates with impressive
backgrounds to fit the role as
top assistant, but Wesley felt
Paddock met the criteria he
was looking for to sit next to
him on the bench.
“Coach Paddock is a great
addition to our staff,” Wesley
said. “He has had a lot of
experience in the areas I felt
were important including on
the floor coaching, recruiting,
strength/conditioning
and
office responsibilities.”
With the expectations high
for the Lakers, they now have

opportunity to show people
that the university is success
ful in all sports, not just in
football.
“The quality of candidates
we had in the men’s basketball
search was much better than

Grand Valley Lanthorn / Will Harrah

From left to right: Dawn Plitzuweit- women’s basketball, Jerry Baltes- men’s and women’s track and field and cross country, Lori Stinson- women’s golf,
Chuck Martin- football, Deanne Scanlon- vollyball, Dewey Newsome- swimming, Dave Di lanni- women’s soccer, Steve Lyon- baseball, Doug Woods- softball, Ric Wesley- men’s basketball. Tim Selgo- athletic director, stand around the President's Cup awarded to the tops school in the GLIAC

Wesley names assistant
Amit Sheth

place finishes, the football
team took second place, along
with women’s soccer, and vol
leyball, with the men’s golf
team taking a third place fin
ish.
Selgo looks at this as an

a formidable coaching unit to
help raise the level of play
from the team.
“Coach Paddock will fit
well with Coach Jason Larson
to give us an outstanding staff
here at Grand Valley State
University,” Wesley added.
Paddock had other schools
interested in his coaching
abilities, but chose Grand
Valley because of the univer
sity and what the basketball
program has to offer now and
in the future.
“The extraordinary facili
ties and the outstanding level
of competition our teams dis
play will prove to be a great
selling point in recruiting,
which in turn will allow us to
reach our goal of producing
the best basketball Grand
Valley State can achieve,”
Paddock said.
Paddock has many goals
he would like to accomplish
as a Laker, but one thing he
would like to continue is the
tradition here at Grand Valley.
“Grand
Valley
State
University is a Division II
academic and athletic power
and I look forward to continu
ing that tradition.”
Prior to St. Joseph's
College, Paddock was the
head assistant varsity boy’s
basketball
coach
at
Alexandria-Monroe
High
School
from
1997-2000.
While
he
was
there,
Alexandria-Monroe advanced
to the Indiana High School
Basketball
Athletic

Association Final Four and
claimed two conference titles.
Not only is Paddock a
teacher of the game, he was an
outstanding player in his day.
He played at Manchester
College under coach Steve
Alford where he led his team
to the Division III National
Championship game his soph
omore year.
"He was a tremendous
player for Coach Steve Alford
while at Manchester College,"
Wesley said.
Paddock is the Spartans’
second all-time leading scorer
(1,989) and recorded the most
points ever in a game (50).
During his first two seasons,
Manchester
went
54-5.
Paddock was a four-time all
conference player, conference
freshman of the year, a sec
ond-team All-American as a
junior and a first-team All
American as a senior.

we had even seven years ago,”
Selgo said as just one example
of how a positive image can
positively affect the universi
tyTo continue the successes
of the athletic programs in the
future, Selgo has told all
coaches that there are two
things that need to be done,
one is to be humble and two is
to continue to work hard.
“If we do these two things
we will continue to be suc
cessful,” Selgo said.
With GVSU in first and
FSU in second, Wayne State
University finished out the top
three with 95 points, Ashland
University finished in fourth
place with 93.5 points, the
University of Findlay was in
fifth place with 88 points and
Northwood University took
sixth place with 81.5 points.
Saginaw
Valley
State
University placed seventh
with 83.5 points, followed by
Mercyhurst
College
who
earned 71.5 points. Hillsdale
College took ninth place with
a total of 68.5 points,
Michigan Tech University fell
into tenth place with 58.5
points. Northern Michigan
University claimed eleventh
place with 57 points, Gannon
University fell second to last
with 54.5 points, and to round
out the GLIAC for the year
was Lake Superior State
University with 49.5 points.

WANTED
The Grand Valley Lanthorn is
hiring staff writers for
various sections.
Please fill out an application at 100 Commons.

Paddock

A new young face on staff
Michelle Henthorne
Grand Valley Lanthorn

In a group of unfamiliar
faces, the Grand Valley State
University student body will
sec one they recognize on the
coaching staff of the men’s
basketball team this upcoming
season, that of Jason Larson.
Larson, who has served as
the teams graduate assistant
over the past four years has
been promoted to assistant
coach to first-year head coach
Ric Wesley.
“I am excited to learn a
new system under Coach
Wesley and work at a univer
sity I really believe in,” said
Larson. “I have enjoyed work
ing with the guys on the team
and look forward to helping
them continue to develop as
student-athletes at GVSU.”
After the resignation of
former head coach Terry
Smith earlier in the spring,
Larson put the pressure on
himself to step up and handle
many responsibilities to make
the transition from coach to
coach smoother and less
stressful for the players. His
duties consisted of everything
from rebounding the ball for
shooters to running workouts
and conditioning drills.
“He took on a lot of
responsibility last year,” said
junior point guard Courtney

James. “He has worked his
butt off in between Smith and
Wesley, taking us through our
conditioning.”
Arriving from Southwest
Missouri State University
three months ago, Wesley said
Larson has helped him out
since being hired to learn
more about the players and the
university. He also said
Larson has a good idea of
players and teams in the Great
Lakes Intercollegiate Athletic
Conference, which gives the
Lakers an advantage this
upcoming season.
“I
have
been
really
impressed with the job Coach
Larson has done during the
transition from the previous
coaching staff," said Wesley.
“His knowledge of the league
and the players as well the
university system has really
been helpful since I took the
job this spring.”
Larson, who has been a
camp coach at numerous uni
versities, including GVSU,
the University of Michigan,
Central Michigan University
and Oakland University, has
been in charge of Grand
Valley’s individual workouts
since March.
With the coaching and
teaching experience Larson
has had, James feels Larson
will bring stability to the ros
ter, especially to the younger
players. '

“He’s always someone you
can count on,” said James.
“Anytime you need anything.”
Along
with
coaching,
Larson will
receive his
Bachelor of Arts degree in
broadcasting and a minor in
Spanish this summer when he
graduates. In the fall he will
begin his MBA program in
Business Administration at
GVSU.
“He’s a young, energetic
coach with a bright future,”
said Wesley.
The team will continue to
condition and work out
through the summer preparing
for the season where Wesley,
Top Assistant Burt Paddock
and Larson will make their
Laker debuts on the bench.

Wanted for positions including

Staff Writers
Webmaster
Photographers
(summer availability needed)

1
Larson

Stop by the Lanthorn at 100 Commons
and fill out an application today!
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Crew team on
‘rowed’ to success
and Rob Johnson rowed to a
fourth place finish.
Grand Valley Lantliorn
“The competition at Dad
Vails
was quite respectable,”
The sunshine, water and
worldwide travel that most peo men’s coach Chad Jedlic said.
ple consider an ideal summer “Our men beat a number of east
vacation make up just another ern schools and the women’s
day in the office for the Grand pair lost only to the well-known
Valley State University club University of Toronto.”
After the Dad Vails Regatta,
crew team. The team, coached
by Chad and Brie Jedlic, wraps the team packed their bags and
up one season and pushes left for Zagreb, Croatia, to com
in
the
International
toward the next with its tough pete
University
Race
of Eights,
and rewarding summer training
which took place on May 22.
schedule.
The men’s eight, listed above,
The 2003placed
third
2004
season
behind Croatia
came to a suc
and
Hungary,
cessful conclu
IThese trips] are and
the
sion May 7-9 at
women’s
eight,
the Dad Vails more about
comprised
of
Regatta,
the
Boyd,
Smith,
national cham personal growth
Crosswhite,
pionship
for
Maniaci,
than
athletic
.
Division I. II

Amanda White

a--------------------

and III club
teams
in
Philadelphia.
Three of the
team's
five
entries walked
away with honors. The women’s
pair. Rachel Truelove and
Rachel Boss, earned a second
place victory, while the women’s
five, consisting of Shannon
Crosswhite. Sarah Maniaci,
Joanna Boyd. Jenny Smith and
Moe Wagner took third. The
men’s 10, including Mike
Hoffman, Dane Gal lager. John
Polk, Justin Martisius, Justin
Lankeet, Ross Anderson, Brian
Bartek, Steve Tuls, Joe Arend

Wagner,

Chad Jedlic
Crew coach

Truelove, Boss,
Kristen Pierce,
D a m a r i s
Lonjopoulous
and Kim Yount
earned a second place finish.
“The racing was top notch,
including
two
potential
Olympians on the Croatian
men’s team and the University
of Hamburg, Germany on the
women’s side,” Jedlic said. “We
are the first U.S. team to com
pete in this race, and the kids
really made this dream happen.
They pushed themselves to a
level where they could compete
and found a way to raise the

----------------- 9f

money to get there.”
The summer training will not
stop with the Croatia trip. The
team has been working hard in
preparation for the Henley
Regattas in Henley, England.
GVSU will race a men’s four
and a women’s eight at the
regattas, which take place at the
end of June and the beginning of
July.
Although the team has been
working hard this summer, they
have taken away much more
than rowing experience on their
treks overseas.
“Our days leading up to the
races are pretty serious,” Jedlic
said. “After the races are over,
however, we are able to relax
and immerse ourselves in the
culture.”
While in Croatia, the team
was able to take a day trip to the
shores of the Adriatic Sea, as
well as see the Slovenian Alps, a
Greek amphitheater and a leg of
a major cycling race. They also
learned about life in the area
from their local guide.
“Although these trips are
great racing experience, they are
more about personal growth
than athletic," Jedlic said. “They
give the kids a chance to experi
ence different cultures and the
realization that the world really
is a small place.”
GVSU’s culturally enriching
and athletically enhancing sum
mer schedule should pay divi
dends for the upcoming season,
which starts the first week of the
fall semester.

Grand Valley Lantliorn / Sara /. Gross

The GVSU crew teams have posted several strong showings this summer. At the Division I, II and III club champi
onships in May, three of the five GVSU squads came away with honors.

Volleyball team adds to roster T'tie Shorts
Amanda White
Grand Valley Lanthorn

The Grand Valley State
University volleyball team geared
up for thie 2(X)4 season with the
signing of six student-athletes,
including transfers Michelle
Ehrlich and Tina Troniblay, along
with
freshmen
Danielle
Alexander, Jamie Ashmore,
Cortney Lokker and Chelscy
Meyers.
Ehrlich, a 5-foot-8-inch setter
from Bartlett. III., was a significant
force in her two years at
Kishwaukce College. She was first
team
All-Conference,
AllAmerican
and
Arrowhead
Conference MVP.
Troniblay, a 5-f(x>t-8-inch out
side hitter from Ecorse. Mich., is
also no stranger to collegiate vol
leyball. as she spent two years at
Kellogg Community College and
competed as a Leaker during the
2004 spring season. Her time at
KCC earned her first team AllConference. All-Region, AllAmerican and Player of the Year
honors.
“They are both at an advantage
because they are experienced at
the collegiate level," head coach
Dcanne Scanlon said. “They arc
used to strong competition.”
Along with these two veterans

comes a talented batch of fresh
men. Alexander, a 5-foot-11-inch
middle blocker from Newport,
Mich., led Airport High School to
the Huron League, District and
Regional championships, as well
as a state semifinal and champi
onship appearance. She was AllRegion both her junior and senior
year, and All-State Academic, first
team All-Huron League, third
team All-State and team MVP as a
senior.
Joining ranks with Alexander
is Ashmore, a 5-foot-9-inch setter
from LaPorte, Ind. She set the
school records for assists, service
aces, set attempts and games
played as a four-year starter at
luiPorte High School. She was
three-time
Duneland
AllConference, News Dispatch AllArea, team MVP, second team AllState and Herald Argus Player of
the Year.
Lokker, a 5-foot-11 -inch out
side hitter, hails from Holland,
Mich. She was named first team
All-Conference, Holland Sentinel
Dream Team, Zeeland Record AllArea Team and McDonalds/ Fox
17 New Scholar Athlete in her four
years at West Ottawa High School.
She held the honor of team captain
and MVP as well as set the Panther
record for most kills in a season
(529).

MONTE'S
MONDAY-FRIDAY 4PM-7PM

$2

everything
9-1 lpm

Wednesdays
$1 Domestics
& Well drinks
1/2 off everything else

LIVE music
6/23- The Unit
6/30- Jedi Mind Trip
7/07- The Green Room
7/14- The Unit

I DflnCE muSIC
Thurs, Frl, Sat
Top 40, Dance Remix
Sc Progressive Dance

Amit Sheth
Grand Valley Lantliorn

Successful Season Rests on
Shoulders of Larry Brown
The Detroit Pistons are in
the NBA finals for the first time
since 1990. And credit the suc
cess to future hall-of-fame head
coach Larry Brown. Not only as
he made a huge difference
coaching the team as a whole,
he’s helped players better their
individual games.
Two years have passed since
the Pistons started their champi
onship run in 2001 under former
coach Rick Carlisle.
He led
them to two 50-win seasons and
a trip to the 2003 Eastern
Conference finals. But that’s all;
nothing more, and I know many
people won’t admit to it, but
they disliked the move Pistons’
President Joe Dumars made
when he fired him and hired
Brown. Well, my case-in-point
is to break down the improve
ments, player-by-player, that
have come with Brown as head

coach versus the two years they
played under Carlisle.
The first and arguably the
most important was how Brown
changed Chauncey Billups’
mind-set as a player. He’s
helped transform Billups into a
true point guard. In two seasons
under Carlisle, Billups averaged
16.2 points and three assists per
game. This season, Billups'
points have decreased to 15, but
his assists have gone up to seven
with a career high of 23 in one
game during the season. This
was the toughest job Brown had
when he arrived in Detroit, but
he did a great job turning
Billups into a legitimate point
that looks to get his teammates
involved first.
Second most important is
that Richard “Rip” Hamilton’s
overall game has flourished
under Brown. He went from
scoring 17 to 19 points per game
and from two assists to four.
Detroit does not have a
“superstar” yet, but “Rip" is in

O'TOOLES*

A

PUBLIC HOUSE

DAILY HAPPY HOUR

DRII1K SPECIALS
Tuesdays

Oration

Rounding out the lineup is
Meyers, a 5-foot-10-inch outside
hitter from Carlcton, Mich. She
led St. Mary’s Catholic Central to
a state championship and was a
two-time All-State member. She
was a dominant athlete as a three
time All-Region volleyball and
basketball star and a track stand
out.
“The incoming freshman class
is very athletic and talented,”
Scanlon said. “They bring a lot of
personality and spice to the team.”
These six recruits cap an
already menacing roster that
includes junior middle blocker
Tracy Kirk and senior outside hit
ter Stephanie Maciasz, both of
whom are All-Conference mem
bers. They lead the Lakers to a 308 overall record and a 16-2 mark in
the Great Lakes Intercollegiate
Athletic Conference in 2003,
when they made a NCAA
Division II semifinal appearance.
They, along with the rest of the
team, will be challenged to fill the
spots that graduated setter Nicole
Bayle and outside hitter Sabrina
Bird, both members of the 2003
Division II All-American Team,
previously held.
“We will be looking mostly to
the returners to step into the lead
ership roles that these ladies were
filling," Scanlon said.

Hours of Operation
MONDAY-FRIDAY 1IAM-2AM

Irish Night
Anything; IRISH $).00

SATURDAY IIAM-2AM
SUNDAY I2PM-2AM
Open for LUNCH DAILY

Wednesdays

Shots
Guinness
™ &

Green Beer
Car Bombs

Full food menu until 1am every night of the week
Happy Hour from 4-7pm Mon-Fri

$2.00 Bud Light and $$.00 20oz Budweiser Drafts
Afc
At all times with college ID
_

Sundays are Bloody Mary Sunday's

and get $4.00 Burgers & Fries until midnight
$Y00 Bloody Marij Bar ALL Daij & ALL Night!

9-11:30pm

Over CO Sauces, Mixes, and Spices to choose from!

438 BRIDGE DUI
GRfUlD RRPIDS

*

GOOD FOOD GOOD PEOPLE GREA^gEER!
448 BRIDGE NW
GRAND RAPIDS

the making of being one. And
mark my words; Hamilton will
he an All-Star next year.
Ben Wallace, the man who
epitomizes the city of Detroit
with his blue-collar work ethic,
has also lifted his game to
another level. Carlisle used him
as a defensive specialist and
rebounding force, but Brown has
molded him into an offensive
threat as well. Teams must guard
him now because he’s earned
respect as a formidable low post
scorer. He averaged six points
and 17 rebounds a game under
Carlisle, but this year he aver
aged 10 points and 16 boards
with multiple games of 20 points
and 20 rebounds. Offensive
Juggernaut? I’d say.
Tayshaun Prince. Still young
and learning, but his defense
will keep him a Piston for years
to come. Brown trusts his abili
ties on the defensive side of the
ball, which is evident by whom
he guards. In the Playoffs alone
he’s faced up against Desmond
Mason, who averaged 16 points
a game in the regular season.
Prince held him to 14. Richard
Jefferson, who averaged 19.8,
was held to 17 a game and even
went two games with less than
10 points versus Prince. Ron
Artest was held in check with 16
points after a breakout season,
averaging 19. And now his latest
task has been Kobe Bryant,
arguably the best player in the
game. In the first four games of
the Finals, Prince has frustrated
Kobe and forced him to take illadvised shots.
Corliss
Williamson
has
stayed constant on both ends of
the court throughout the coach
ing shift, but one thing that’s
developed further is his aggres
siveness. Every time he gets the
ball he takes it strong to the bas
ket, and that’s due to Brown
teaching him to use his six-footseven, 245-pound body to get to
the foul line. He went from aver
aging six points a game to 12.
That’s being aggressive.
Mehmet Okur. He’s had it
tough with Brown. His minutes
have declined, but Brown is
teaching Okur that he must play
defense if he wants playing
time. If Okur re-signs with
Detroit in the off-season, watch
out, because Brown will teach
him the basic fundamentals of
playing defense to go along with
his ability to shoot the lights
out. making him a dominant
player!
So, regardless of how the
Pistons fare against the Los
Angeles Lakers, this season has
been a success because of
Brown. Not only has he
improved the overall team, but
he’s also improved individual
players’ overall games, which
will benefit this young team for
years to come.
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Central Asia focus of environmental workshop
Alan Ingram
Grand Valley Lanthom

The Firsl International Workshop on
Human Dimensions of Climate and
Environmental Change in Central Asia
took place in the DeVos Center on May 21
- 22 to discuss the impact of humans on
the environment in arid and semi-arid
regions of the world
Grand Valley assistant professor of
geography
and
planning,
Elena
Lioubimteva spent much of the 1980s and
1990s doing research in the region near
Uzbekistan and Turkmenistan in Central
Asia to discover the responses of the
landscape to changes in climate. The
workshop was the “brainchild” of
Lioubimteva, said Kin Ma, professor of
geography and planning.
“There are many indications of very
dramatic landscape changes in Central
Asia,” Lioubimteva said.
The two-day event attracted 70 - 75
students from Grand Valley and other
universities, which was expected,
Lioubimteva said.
Several of these
students presented or participated actively
in the workshops, she added.
“It was in many ways an eye-opening
experience
|for
the
students],”
Lioubimteva said. She said she thought it
was important that the students not only
had the opportunity to meet and spend time
with students from other universities, but
could also meet with researchers from
around the world.
9SS31IA

Lioubimteva called the workshop a
“historic event” because 18 researchers
from nine different countries attended.
Junior geography major, Tammy White,
attended the workshop and said she
enjoyed hearing all the researchers from
around the world. She said all them were
very intelligent and driven and she wishes
more students could have attended.
"'rhea* were a lot of really great parts to
it,” White said. “It was absolutely
beneficial.”
She was drawn to the
workshop because she had heard of the
environmental problems in the Aral Sea
basin and was concerned with the
conditions of the envia>nment. “I really
felt for the people out there,” White said.
The problems in Central Asia arc not just
important to those living in the region but
also to people in every other area of the
world, Lioubimteva said. She added that it
is essential to understand that the problems
in Central Asia are not separable from the
rest of the world because Global Wanning
and other environmental changes occur all
throughout the world, not just in Central
Asia.
“The Central Asian republics, situated in
the Aral Sea basin, are widely recognized
as a region of profound environmental
crisis, and |are| a case study of
exceptionally significant human-induced
climate change at an unprecedented rate,”
according to the website for the workshop.
The workshop was free for all students in
attendance, regardless of which college or
university they attend. Organizers for the
workshop applied for a faculty teaching
Q*Z$ IX*
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Photo Courtesy of Kin Ma

Central Asian scientists gather in Frey Courtyard of Pew Campus during the 1st international workshop on "Human Dimensions of Climate
and Environmental Change in Central Asia,” which took place from May 21 - 22, 2004.

and learning grant to defray the costs for
the students.
Lioubimteva and Ma said a workshop
like this is hard to do on an annual basis,
but they hope to hold one bi-annually, with
the next one in 2006 in Uzbekistan. They
said they would like to bring the workshop
back to Grand Valley two years after that,

in 2008.
Lioubimteva remains optimistic that two
outcomes will arise from the workshops.
First she said she hopes a new faculty /
student exchange program will begin
between Grand Valley and different
sch(X)ls in Central Asia. Second, she said
that there is an opportunity now for

collaborative research projects between
researchers at Grand Valley and in Central
Asia.
For more information on Lioubimteva’s
research on Central Asia visit her website
at
http://www4.gvsu.edu/lioubime/CentralA
_files/Central Asia.htm.
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While some places on the game board have yet to be completed. GVSU’s Collegiate Entrepreneurs’ Organization will begin sales
of the game in August.

Grand Valley State University’s Collegiate
Entrepreneurs' Organization (CEO) will begin
sales of a Grand Rapids-themed Monopoly
board game in August to raise money for a new
scholarship fund.
Graduate advisor, Daniel Mulka. and former
CEO President Jeff Webb formulated the idea.
They wanted to tie together the numerous
homegrown businesses that originated in
Grand Rapids, Webb said. These companies
include Steelcase, Meijer, Alticor and others.
The games will be available for purchase
from CEO and Grand Rapids-area Meijer
stores. The retail price will be $29.95.
Mulka first came up with the proposal when
he was designing a PowerPoint presentation
with a Monopoly theme. He then presented the
idea to CEO and he said that “it kind of all fell
together.”
Webb, who graduated with a degree in
international business in May, said that
everything has fallen into place since the idea
was first presented by Mulka midway through
the Fall 2003 semester.
He said the
organization wanted to put together a business
plan and make some money.
“We had several different ideas,” Webb said.
“It's been a big success so far.”
He also said the club considered creating a
board with strictly Grand Valley landmarks,
where each space would have represented a
different building on campus. He said that
designing a Grand Rapids board presented a
larger test for the club.
“That one seemed a little more challenging,”
Webb said. “We felt confident with the idea."
Webb said that the project has not simply
been a one person show, but has rather been a

number of people working hard to make the
project a reality. Production of the game will
begin within a few weeks.
In order to actually get the game into
production, CEO had to contact USAopoly, a
subsidiary of Hasbro, the makers of Monopoly,
to get their permission and assistance, Webb
said.
“We had to really work to convince them,
along with many other people, that we were
serious," Webb said. He added that once
USAopoly allowed the organization to make
the game, they were helpful, but there was still
a lot of uncertainty and red tape to deal with.
Webb said, however, that it was all part of the
learning process.
Mulka said the learning experience was
“unbelievable” for students in CEO.
“They're given all sorts of different angles,”
Mulka said. “It's probably been the biggest
learning opportunity for most of the students.
It's a tangible learning experience.” He said
that students can leant about a number of
different legal issues including licensing and
trademarks.
Webb said that saving the profits for a
scholarship fund was his idea. He said the goal
of CEO will make approximately $100,000 to
award a scholarship to a student each semester
for a minimum often years.
“That is not going to be a problem,” Webb
said.
John Dykhouse. a 2(X)4 GVSU graduate with
a degree in International Business and
Marketing, is also involved with the project.
He is one of the project leaders and was also an
officer of CEO last year. He was in charge of
developing the business plan as well as
soliciting sponsorships for spots on the
Monopoly board.
“1 thought it was a very interesting project,”
Dykhouse said. “I hope it sells out.”
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Business organization
gaining national recognition
■ The Seidman IPO
group has nothing
but dollar signs in
their eyes
Amit Sheth
Grand Valley Lanthom

Grand
Valley
State
University’s
Seidman
Investment
Portfolio
Organization (IPO) is getting
rave reviews, whether it be
from the university, local
media, or national magazines.
In one year, IPO has
accomplished more than most
student organizations could
wish to do in a decade said
members of IPO. The club
traveled to New York City,
Chicago and Dayton, OH for
conferences, actively managed
an investment portfolio worth
nearly $30,000 of real money,
and they hosted guest speakers
from the West Michigan
business community to discuss
careers
in
finance
and
economics. They have also
increased membership from 11
members per meeting in the
fall of 2001 to over 60
members today.
However,
things were not always so

young at the helm. Since then
good.
IPO, then known as the all those with doubts have
finance club started in 1976 been convinced of his abilities.
with a gift to the business Graduating with a 3.98 career
school of $9,000 to start an GPA and gaining recognition
organization focused around as the top finance student at
Seidman
School
of
hands-on
investment the
experience.
The club was Business, Setlock has led the
IPO soar to new
slow to grow
heights.
until the late
Last summer
90s
when
Setlock
along
interest
[Redefining the
with
Boomer
exploded along
Hoppough,
with
stock club] was a
Paul
Whalen
market prices.
challenging
and
Patrick
In 2000, the
O'Rourke met
market began opportunity...
biweekly to re
its downward
define the club.
decent, taking failure was truly
“It
was
a
with
it
the not an option for
challenging
clubs
opportunity, we
momentum and us.
saw it as that
member base.
SCOTT SETLOCK and
nothing
By the fall of
Seidman IPO meml)er else,” Sctlock
2001 the club
said. “Failure
was struggling,
was truly not on
with lackluster ____________
option for us.”
attendance and
The year that
poor
followed will be remembered
programming.
In 2000, Scott Sctlock sat in as the year they put themselves
on meetings as a freshman. on the map for good.
The club took 45 members to
Four years later, he is
recognized as the savior of the Chicago to visit the cities
financial landmarks and 12
club.
He took over as president in upperclassmen traveled to
winter 2001, though some New York City to tour the sites
members
questioned
the there, including the New York
decision to put someone so Stock Exchange. They also

a------------------

Courtesy of Scidmati IPO

The Seidman IPO stands outside the New York Stock Exchange in New York City

hosted a Financial Services
Roundtable and the CFO of
Wolverine World Wide to
speak about his high profiled
position.
IPO was recognized as
Grand
Valley's
“Most
Improved
Organization,”
“Best Educational Program."
and
“Best
Downtown
Program." and they can be
found as a “success story” on
the GVSU homepage. The
Grand
Rapids
Press
recognized
the club for
watching the hit series “The
Apprentice," starring Donald
Trump each week after their
meetings. One month later.

The Press ran an article
detailing Setlock’s accolades
as he readied for his career as
Credit Analyst at Mercantile
Bank of West Michigan.
However, most of the
attention went to the club. In
July, the national magazine
Better Investing will cover
IPO as they highlight young
investors across the country.
The
magazine
has
a
subscriber base of over a
quarter of a million people.
Also, look for IPO to be
featured in this summer's
edition of GV Magazine and
the Seidman Update.
Luckily, Setlock says that the

bandwagon is nowhere near
full.
“Although 60 members per
meeting is great, why we don’t
have more is beyond me,”
Setlock said. “No matter what
your background, you can
benefit
tremendously
by
seeing what IPO has to offer.”
Students of all majors and
grade levels arc invited to join
the club as they kick-off their
encore year this upcoming fall.
If you are interested in more
information, contact the club
at invest@student.gvsu.edu or
visit
their
website
at
www.gvsu.edu/invest.
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Music meets art at the DAAC
participate and share their

■ All ages meet at the ideas, says DAAC member
Boyk.
DAAC which features Reyanne
One of the biggest draws
the DAAC is the musical
live local hands and to
performances held there. In
the next month, quite a few
art pieces
Luke Hackney
Grand Valley Lanthorn

Grand Valley Lanthorn / Maranda Powers

A painting by D A.A C. member, Jeff VandenBerg

The Division Avenue Arts
Cooperative, or DAAC, will
host a variety of music and art
events in the next month.
The all ages music venue
and art gallery, which is ran
by Calvin College, Aquinas
College, and GVSU students,
as well as non-students was
created as a cooperative so
that anyone and everyone
interested in the arts could

local acts are lined up.
LSDudes will be perform
ing with the Readymades
tonight. Tomorrow evening
will feature Dakota/Dakota,
Tanooki Suit, Oh My and The
City Sleep.
On Saturday, the rockmetal outfit 25 Suaves will be
joined onstage by Cat Time
and Invisible Mansion.
On Wednesday, June 23,
the DAAC will host the
Independent Ska Tour, which
will feature ska bands from
around the country.
Currently lined up for that

weekend are Man at Arms,
Paucity, Patterns in Paris and
Across the Hall that Friday,
the 25th. On Saturday, there
be performances by Heads
Will Roll, Ettison Clio, Go
Josephine and Parkhurst, the
latter which features members
from Mustard Plug and North
Lincoln.
“It’s a great place to play,”
said Chris Shears, bassist and
vocalist for Across the Hall.
"We really like the atmos
phere.”
In addition to live music
on the weekends there are also
opportunities for people inter
ested in art to display their
work in the gallery.
Currently on display is the
work
of Andy
Branch.
Opening Friday, June 18 is
“Picturing Women,” which

features the photography of
Julie
Randal
and
Heidi
Stanley. “Picturing” will be on
display until July 10.
Also, on Tuesday July 13,
there will be a Found
Magazine Party featuring the
founder of "Found Magazine"
(www.foundmagazine.com),
which has been featured on
NPR and the Late Show with
David Letterman.
For more information, you
can visit the DAAC’s website
at www.thedaac.org. If any
student is interested in partici
pating in either music, art, or
both they have meetings every
Monday at 8:00pm at the
DAAC, which is located at
115 S. Division Ave. in down
town Grand Rapids.
“We’re always looking for
creative people,” said Boyk.

Summer
film project
begins
Luke Hackney
Grand Valley Lanthorn

Grand Valley’s annual
Summer Film Project is work
ing on the short film, “A
Moment of Grace.”
Written
by
Samantha
Humphrey, it is the story of a
young American doctor work
ing in a Palestinian refugee
camp. The story attempts to
show the human aspect of peo
ple living in the midst of the
Middle East conflict.
Directed by Hollywood
actress and producer Alba
Francesca, the film stars
Pauley Perrette as the doctor.
Known for her role as the lead
in CBS’s “Navy NC1S,"
Perrette has also been in
“JAG” and the motion pictures
“Almost Famous” and “The
Ring ”
Completing the nine-mem
ber cast of “A Moment of
Grace” are SAG (Screen
Actors Guild) actors from Los
Angeles,
Chicago,
and
Michigan.
The film, technical, and
post-production crews are
made up of Grand Valley film

and video production students.
“This is easily the most
logistically challenging film
we've ever done,”
said
Communications
professor
and head of the film, Allan
Bell (who replaced the usual
professor/director
John
Philbin, who is on sabbatical).
Bell explained the challenges
of making Grand Rapids look
like Palestine.
Thirty yards of sand was
dumped at Pine Rest to con
vert the hospital into a
Palestinian Clinic. They also
decided that filming at night
would help.
“The rationale for night
shooting was to cover the fact
that we’re really not in
Palestine, nor even in a desert
region,” Bell said.
Despite difficulty, the mak
ing of “A Moment of Grace”
has been an overall positive
experience for those involved.
“In short, it’s been a gruel
ing but rewarding shoot,” said
Bell. “I can’t say enough great
things about how hard the
crew has worked on this
movie.”
“I feel this experience has
helped me understand more

Arts and Entertainment
in brief...
Carillon Series begins June 20
The 10th annual Carillon series will begin on Father’s Day, June 20,
and run through the summer at GVSU’s Allendale and Grand Rapids
campuses. The series brings carillonists from around the U.S. and the
Netherlands, and will take place on Grand Valley’s two carillons, the
110 fgot tall tower known as the Cook Carillon in Allendale, and the
Beckering Family Carillon at the Grand Rapids campus. This year will
bring “Christmas In July.” in which the Grand Valley Carillon
Collaborative will perform a holiday concert, with free ice cream pro
vided to the first 275 listeners. The concerts are free, and those who
attend are encouraged to bring picnics, lawn chairs and blankets.
Programs will be provided at each show. Shows will be on June 20,26
and July 4,11,18 and 25 at Cook, all performances begin at 8:00 pjn.
At the Beckering Family Carillon, July 7,14,21 and 28. all shows will
begin at noon.

Anbne festival comes to Grand Valley
On Saturday, June 26th. Grand Valley will host the Japanese
Animation, Film, and Art eXpo (JAFAX) an annual two-day celebra
tion of Japanese culture.
The JAFAX will showcase comics and anime (Japanese animation)
to help promote a better understanding for those unfamiliar with the cul
ture. Feature panels hosted by members of the anime industry will be on
hand to perform demonstrations of drawing in the anime style.
Guests include voice actor Michael Coleman (Dragon Ball Z,
among other anime programs), artist Newton Ewell, and voice actor
Doug Smith.
In addition, there will also be contests for attendees to enter, includ
ing a music video competition, a costume contest, an anime trivia con
test and an anime version of the game Piet ionary.
Sponsored by Otaku no Anime. GVSU’s anime club, event is free
to the public. The organization received about $3£00 in funding from
the student senate to host the event.
Student Senate President Jon Osborn said that the money that was
used for the event from the student life fund was dedicated to pay for
airfare for the presenters during the event. Otaku no Anime fundraised
the rest of the funds needed to put on the event on campus.
“They got some money from us. but they did a great job working to
fundraise the rest for tfic whole event," Osborn said.
According to their website, there will be a number of vendors sell
ing anime and manga (Japanese comics), many of which will be
Japanese imports The JAFAX will take place on the weekend of June
26th and 27th on the Allendale campus. Saturday’s hours are 10 am to
7 pm, and Sunday's hours are 10 am to 6 pm.

Grand Valley Lanthorn / Will Harrah

“A Moment of Grace," the story of an American doctor working in a Palestinian refugee camp is this year’s GVSU summer film project

fully how larger sets worked,”
said George Wietor, a senior
film major at GVSU. “It is a
little harder to get involved
with everything, but, if you
ask tons of questions, you can
learn a lot about the other

departments as well.”
The film will premiere in
November at the Studio 28
movie theatre in Grand
Rapids. Last year’s Summer
Film
Project, “Flickering
Blue,” starring veteran actor

James Karen (Francesca’s hus
band), was recently shown at
the Waterfront Film Festival in
Saugatuck. Karen, who partic
ipated in the festival, was hon
ored with an award by festival
founders.

“Flickering Blue” recently
won first place for narrative in
the Film/Video Competition at
the Grand Rapids Festival of
the Arts, and was also awarded
first place at the East Lansing
Film Festival.

Vin Diesel battles intergalactic
evil with bulging biceps
Brian Clark
Daily Texan

(U-WIRE) AUSTIN, Texas - Vin
Diesel returns to the titular role in
"The Chronicles of Riddick,” the
sequel to 2(XX)’s “Pitch Black.”
“Riddick,” which opened
Friday, pits Diesel against the
malevolent inquisition of an
invading race known as the
Necromongers. In terms of
movies, this summer started
slowly. So far, Hollywood has
offered a disaster movie loaded
with cheesy human drama, a his
torical epic without enough
action and a monster movie with
too much of everything. But Vin
Diesel is here to remind audi
ences what really counts: Oneliners. strobe lights, big explo
sions and even bigger biceps.
Sadly, “The Chronicles of
Riddick" actually begins with the
potential to become a memorable
sci-fi epic, and then settles into
the summer action movie rut with
no apologies.
Before any events actually
take place, two different
voiceovers explain the film’s plot,
which, in true sci-fi spirit, is
loaded with laughable jargon and
silly details. Writcr/director
David Twohy takes geeky writing
to new extremes, naming a single
planet Helion System Planet
Helion Prime.
Apparently, there’s a half
man, half-something-else race of

)

worlds, and he confirms it here.
“Necromongers” plowing
During an intense Necromongcr
through the galaxy and convert
ing planets to their space religion, takeover, he crafts a terrifying
spectacle as the victim planet is
which seems like a marriage of
Scientology, Christianity and
ravaged with giant, statuesque
spaceships that spell inevitable
Nazism. No prizes to whoever
doom for the hapless inhabitants.
guesses what happens to those
In these early scenes, the film
who resist conversion.
stays so fast-paced and wellMeanwhile, escaped convict
directed, with close attention to
Riddick keeps to himself in the
sound and visual
far corners of
detail, that a
the galaxy, prob
sense of fear and
ably working
excitement punc
out. A bounty
tuates every
brings the
moment. Even
recluse back to
Diesel
reprises
better, the plot
civilization,
bounces quickly
where Riddick
the role that
to several inter
leams that he is
jumpstarted his
esting locations,
the only surviv
and “The
ing member of a
career in the
Chronicles of
race prophesized
Riddick" fleetto stop the
modest thriller
ingly achieves
spread of the
'Pitch Black'
what every sci
Necromongers.
ence fiction film
Diesel
aims for: It
reprises the role
immerses the
that jumpstarted
audience in a
his career in the
believable, stirring fantasy world.
modest thriller “Pitch Black.”
After escaping the
Twohy has revamped his charac
Necromongcr attack, Riddick
ter here, giving the criminal a
huge coat and even more attitude, heads for a space prison to rescue
which essentially creates an inter the only person he cares about,
Jack (played with little charm by
galactic version of XXX.
former mixlcl Alcxa Davalos).
The opening sequences of
And why not? A quick, well-exe
“The Chronicles of Riddick" cre
cuted prison break seems like a
ate all the breathtaking awe and
great detour to take before send
spectacle that a gtxxl science fic
ing the hero all over the galaxy to
tion film should. Twohy hinted in
make allies and fight the
"Pitch Black" that he had a knack
Necromongers.
for creating immersive visual

44-----------------

----------------- ft

But then the story stalls.
Diesel spends the next hour of
the film in the sparsely populated
prison, where a clichcd female
love interest emerges. Riddick's
one-liners lose their edge, and the
ultimate evil. Lord Marshall of
the Necromongers, reveals him
self to be a stock villain with no
personality. And yes, stuff starts
expkxling. By the time Riddick
kills a sarcastic prison guard with
a teacup, it’s clear that the film is
in no position to pull a Hail
Mary.
And so, “The Chronicles of
Riddick" disintegrates into anoth
er summer action movie. To be
fair, Twohy has a few neat visual
tricks up his sleeve, and the film
never drags, thanks to Diesel's
amusing tough-guy persona and a
pace that never opts for excess.
The guns look eerily similar to
the “punch guns” in “Minority
Report,” but at least they ensure
that bodies fly all over the place.
The film’s only real short
coming as a mindless action
movie is its PG-13 rating, which
creates restraint where it clearly
was not intended. During one
fight scene that is cut too fast to
follow and devoid of any sound,
it becomes obvious that the film
was trimmed heavily to avoid an
R rating. Perhaps without studio
interference, Twohy could have
maintained the dark tone with
which his film began and crafted
a sci-fi movie as clever and exhil
arating as “Pitch Black.”
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Summer movie spectacular: Part 1
Brent Mata
Grand Valley Lati thorn
Past vacation months have
shown to be reserved for movies
aimed at teens and young adults
who flock to see mindless action
and stereotypical drama. 2(X)4’s
summer is offering a surprising
mix of genre Films. The next
three months offers movie goers
a plethora of options with appeal
to a more versatile audience.
‘04’s cornucopia of blockbusters
will be ideal for all-age outings
as well as some mine numbing
romps through less-then-storydeveloped summer flicks, but
almost all of these shows have
two things in common: Big
budgets and oodles of CGI.
Already we’ve received a
good dose of spring flicks
preparing us for the summer
onslaught. Movies like Kill Bill

Quentin Tarantino and his pro
claimed muse Uma Thurman’s
love child. Van Helsing, Steven
Summer’s revamping (pun
intended) of old horror movie
icons with style and CGI.
Mostly it was CGI, Jackman
couldn’t pull off Helsing’s bond
rip off and the film was like
watching a video game/premiere
of a toy line. The Olsen Twins
jumped on the big screen in New
York Minute. Fortunately that’s
about as long as it stayed on
screen. Man on Fire proved
Dakota Fanning to be the pext
Haley Joel Osment for child
stars, and SNL’s Tina Fey’s
screenplay adaptation Mean
Girls proves humor can still
work with stereotypical plots.
The real starting gun for the
summer race was the opening of
Shrek 2, an open armed return of
that lovable ogre, his new wife
Fiona, and his sidekick Donkey.

sy oj imap.com

Doctor Octopus is the newest villain to challenge Spiderman in what is
predicted as being a summer movie blockbuster.

believe me the laughs keep com
ing in this deservingly anticipat
ed sequel, it didn’t have the fresh
feel as the original Oscar winner
brought.
So without further ado, allow
me to present you with a quick
review of the films coming
through the end of June.
May 28thThe Day After TomorrowDirected by Roland Emmerich,
starring Dennis Quaid, Jack
Gyllenhaal. The Earth is shat
tered by catastrophic weather,
leaving paleoclimatologist Jack
Hall (Quaid) in a desperate race
against time to save his son
(Gyllenhaal) who is trapped in
New York. This Film will obvi
ously be sought after for its spe
cial effects by audiences, but can
Emmerich do the same with
story for DAT as he did with
Independence Day?
Soul Plane- Directed by
Jessy Terrero, Starring Dwayne
Adway, Snoop Dogg, Tom
Arnold. After successfully suing
an Airport, Nashawn Wade uses
his hefty settlement to create his
own Terminal (Dubbed Terminal
X) in L.A. With sexy stew
ardesses, onboard clubs and a
pilot that defines cool, Wade
really makes airplanes fly.
Something tells me this movie
will barely make it off the
ground.
Raising Helen- Directed by
Gary Marshall Starring Kate
Hudson, Joan Cusak. Helen
Harris becomes the guardian of
her sister’s children after she and
her husband die in a car acci
dent. Helen now must Find a way
to balance her free lifestyle with
parenting. Hudson has been able
to carry comedies well and
shouldn’t be a surprise if she
does the same for this one.
June 4thHarry Potter and the Prisoner
of Azkaban- Directed by
Alfonso Cuaron. Starring Daniel
Radcliffe, Gary Oldman, Rupert
Grint, Emma Watson. The mass
murdering Wizard Sirius Black
escapes from Azkaban Prison.
Harry Potter, now in his third
year at Hogwarts, is determined
to battle Black head on. Not only
is this Film one of the most antic
ipated movie this summer but

WIN FOUR
FREE MOVIE
TICKETS
Find Louie The

Laker ONLINE
and win!
Win two free movie tickets to the Cinemark
theatre in the Rivertown Crossings Mall.
It's easy! Just visit www.lanthorn.com and find
Louie hidden on the site. Click on his picture
and submit your name to win!

Courtesy of imdb.com

The Day After Tomorrow” stormed into movie theaters as this summer's great disaster film

with Y Tu Mama Tambien’s
Alfonso Cuaron helming the
director seat the Film gets a dark
er look as well as throwing the
young wizards a new obstacle to
face: Puberty.
June 11thThe
Stepford
WivesDirected by Frank Oz. Starring
Matthew Broderick, Nicole
Kidman, Faith Hill, Christopher
Walken, Bette Midler, Glenn
Close. Something strange is hap
pening in the town of Stepford.
All of the wives are seemingly
perfect. When Joanna Eberhart
and her husband move in, she
discovers the dark secret the
husbands of Stepford are hiding.
Frank Oz takes on this bizarre
dark comedy remake of the 1974
cult classic, and with a cast like
this Stepford should be worth a
visit.
Garfield:
The
MovieDirected by Peter Hewitt.
Starring Bill Murray, Breckin
Meyer, Jennifer Love Hewitt.
Garfield’s easy lifestyle of eat
ing and sleeping becomes threat
ened when his owner, Jon brings
home a dog named Odie. Things
not to do with a 20 year old
comic strip loved by millions:
Slam it with a mess of CGI,
make the characters in no way
resemble their comic counter
parts, and flood it with pop cul
ture references. Besides all that
this flick might be a little funny,
and Bill Murray is always a riot.
Chronicles of Riddick-

Directed by David Twohy.
Starring Vin Diesel, Judi Dench.
Riddick, who’s been on the run
ever since the events in Pitch
Black, finds himself stuck
between Warlords who destroy
the inhabitants of planets and
their recent victims. Aereon, an
ambassador of the Elemental
race, helps Riddick discover his
origins. Pitch Black was a BMovie surprise to critics, and
Riddick was an addictively lik
able character. Vin Diesel must
be hoping his judgment was bet
ter with Chronicles and people
will turn a blind eye to any
movie after Fast and Furious.
June 18thThe Terminal- Directed by
Steven Spielberg. Starring Tom
Hanks, Stanley Tucci, Catherine
Zeta-Jones. Viktor Navorski
Finds himself stuck in a New
York Airport when the war rav
aging his country causes his
nation to no longer exist, void
ing his passports and paperwork.
The combination of Hanks and
Spielberg itself is a plus for any
film.
Dodgeball: A True Underdog
Story- Directed by Rawson
Marshall Thurber. Starring
Vince Vaughn, Ben Stiller,
Christine Taylor. To save their
local gym from an evil corporate
chain, a small group enter a
Vegas Dodgeball tournament.
This is Thurber’s directorial
debut. He’s a success story all
together, but shows off his lucky

CHECK
V

streak by actually getting his
sought after talent. Stiller and
Vaughn, to play in this comedy.
June 25thTwo Brothers- Directed by
Jean-Jacques Annaud. Starring
Guy Pierce and a couple of
tigers. Two infant tigers are sep
arated and brought up in differ
ent worlds. Annaud takes quite a
leap in his feature Films, his last
being Enemy at The Gates. Two
Brothers will focus on the tigers,
much like the acclaimed film
The Bear.
June 30thSpiderman 2- Directed by
Sam Rami. Starring Tobey
Maguire, Kirsten Dunst, James
Franco Alfred Molina. Peter
Parker tries to leave his alter ego
behind and live a normal life, but
his plans are interrupted when
brilliant scientist Otto Octavius
becomes the sinister Dr. Octopus
after his body is fused with pow
erful mechanical arms. This
sequel will definitely be the
highest grossing movie of the
summer. Rami will once again
expose audiences to the human
side of Spiderman, focusing on
Peter Parker’s conflicting emo
tions.
Whew! That’s a lot of money
spent by our big-boy-budget
production companies for this
month alone. Check us out next
month for the rest of this sum
mer’s movie list.
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Come Join Us At

WESTGATE BOWL
Contest runs from
Thursday through
Monday at noon.

COLLEGE NIGHT
Tuesdays
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Social Security may not be secure in 2052
Vicki Kemper
Los Angeles Times

WASHINGTON
Social
Security is still on track to go
broke, but not as soon as earlier
reports
suggested,
the
Congressional Budget Office
said Monday.
Lawmakers and advocacy
groups from different parties and
perspectives all praised the
agency's new report — but for
different reasons. Both parties
talked up the positions they have
held for years, but with the back
ing of a new analysis that they
said supported their case.
Democrats played up the
CBO’s prediction that the Social
Security trust fund should be
able to pay out full benefits until
2052, 10 years longer than the
Social Security trustees project
ed in March. They said the

report shows that the system
needed mere “ adjustments”'
rather than a major overhaul.
Republicans,
meanwhile,
said the CBO report showed that
Social Security was in crisis, and
they recommended letting work
ers invest some of their tax pay
ments into self-directed retire
ment accounts.
The response indicated that
Social Security was likely to
remain a political hot potato
through this year’s election cam
paigns, even as members of both
parties say the issue should not
be politicized.
Rep. Robert T. Matsui, DCalif., the top Democrat on the
House subcommittee on Social
Security, sent President Bush a
letter Monday calling on him to
act “'much like President
Reagan did two decades ago"1
by convening a bipartisan group
of lawmakers who would

address Social Security’s fund
ing problems without limiting
themselves to outcomes such as
privatization, benefit cuts or tax
increases.
Matsui said there were “ all
kinds of approaches’” to
addressing Social Security's
problems, but that none would
go anywhere without presiden
tial leadership. He said it was
“'incumbent on the president’”
to address what he called “'one
of the largest issues facing the
country.”
White House spokeswoman
Claire Buchan said Bush’s
approach was to stimulate “a
national discussion on the
issue,’” a debate she said was
bearing fruit in the form of
Republican reform proposals
that call for “'voluntary personal
accounts.”
Last year, 47 million
Americans received a total of

$479 billion in retirement, dis
ability and survivor benefits
from Social Security, and the
program ran a $68 billion annual
surplus.
But the system is financed
largely by payroll taxes, and as
the baby boom generation
begins retiring, the How of rev
enues into Social Security from
working Americans won’t match
the flow of payments out of the
system.
In their annual report on
Social Security and Medicare,
the fund's trustees said in March
that the retirement trust fund’s
surplus would run dry in 2042,
leaving the system able to pay
just 73 percent of current bene
fits. The Congressional Budget
Office, basing its analysis on
more
optimistic
economic
assumptions, concluded that the
fund would remain solvent until
2052, when it would be able to

pay 81 percent of benefits. The
trustees predicted that Social
Security outlays would exceed
revenues beginning in 2018; the
CBO said that wouldn’t happen
for another year.
The trustees said in March
that the looming imbalance in
Social Security funds could be
corrected with a 15 percent
increase in taxes or a 13 percent
reduction
in
benefits.
Lawmakers of both parties, who
call Social Security the untouch
able “third rail” of politics, con
sider both options drastic and
politically untenable.
The CBO report concluded
that there were “only four
approaches” for narrowing the
gap between benefits and rev
enues. “And each of these
approaches has drawbacks,” it
warned.
The two most obvious are
raising taxes or lowering bene

fits. The third approach cited by
CBO would cut funding for
other government programs and
shift it to Social Security. But
that is unlikely to make much
difference, the report said,
because the aging of the popula
tion will also lead to higher
spending on Medicare and other
federal programs.
A final option, according to
CBO, is to increase federal bor
rowing. Yet that would only
increase the federal debt load for
future generations, requiring
higher taxes or lower spending.
Not included in the CBO’s
analysis were the individual
investment accounts proposed
by Bush.
The CBO, whose role is to
provide Congress with analyses
of federal programs and laws,
made no recommendations on
the possible alternatives.
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Although gas prices are on the rise
Americans still love their big cars
Jonathan Weisman
The Washington Post

It can’t be easy owning a Hummer
these days. If you’re not being mocked
in television ads, you’re cut off by hos
tile drivers or harassed by environmen
talists. Jatinder Sehmi, owner of a
junk-removal franchise in Maryland,
had a hamburger thrown at his H2
recently.
“A friend of mine told me he had a
car full of nuns give him the finger,”
chuckled Leo Karl, of Hummer by
Karl in New Canaan, Conn.
And to add insult to injury, a tank
of gasoline will now run you at least
$60.
But are these much-maligned
Hummer owners regretting their pur
chases?
“It hasn't slowed me down a bit,”
said Dan Johnson, an H2 owner in
Rohrersville, Md. “Nobody wants to
see the price (of gasoline) at $2 a gal
lon. but you've got to take it with a
grain of salt. You don’t buy this vehicle
and expect it’s going to be cheap main
tenance.”
With gas prices spiking near record
territory (an average of $2.04 per gal
lon after Sunday’s survey showed the
first nationwide decline recorded this
year) and concern rising over oil
imports from the volatile Middle East,
it would stand to reason that
Americans are about to ditch their
Hummers and Suburbans for the mod
ern equivalent of those oddities of the
1970s: the AMC Gremlin and Pacer,
the Volkswagen Rabbit and the Datsun
B2I0. There has been an uptick in
small-car interest, especially in gassippers such as the Toyota Prius, which
runs on gasoline and electricity, and
some dip in large SUV sales. But more
than likely, it’s going to take much
more than a $60 tank of gas to chase
most drivers to a Mini Cooper.
Since the price shocks of the 1970s,
driving patterns have changed, com

mutes have lengthened, and family
checkbooks have fattened. Even child
car seat laws have conspired to keep
families out of tiny Honda Civics.
‘There’s a lot of consumer senti
ment bound up in the car they want,”
said David Greene, a corporate fellow
at Oak Ridge National Laboratory’s
Center for Transportation Analysis. “If
you have your heart set on a pickup
truck to haul your mulch, it's going to
be hard to get you into a Mazda Miata.
If you have six people in your family,
it’s going be hard to get you to buy a
car that seats four.”
Besides, Americans just like big.
“I am convinced Americans prefer
to buy the largest car they can afford,”
said Bob Casey, curator of transporta
tion at the Henry Ford Museum in
Dearborn, Mich. “If the largest car
they can afford is a VW Rabbit, they
will buy it. but if they can step up to
something bigger, they will. It gets
repeated again and again.”
The recent spike in gas prices is not
trivial. Only once before-during a
bleak stretch from 1979 to 1984-did
the price of a gallon of regular gasoline
top $2 (when adjusted for inflation).
But automotive industry analysts cau
tion that circumstances today are fun
damentally different from the oil
shocks that stemmed from the 1973
Arab oil embargo and the 1979 Iranian
revolution. And even back then, the
reasons for ditching a Chevrolet
Impala for a Dodge Omni were more
complicated than simply price.
Automotive historians look at the
1970s as a remarkable shift in con
sumer behavior, but the motivations
were multiple. What had been a mono
lithic market for outsized autos had
begun fragmenting by the mid-1960s.
Pushed by the success of the
Volkswagen Beetle, Chevrolet began
selling its relatively small Corvair,
Ford its Falcon, said Tom Libby, direc
tor of industry analysis at the Power
Information Network, an affiliate of
J.D. Power and Associates.
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U.S. drivers are motoring more than ever, clocking some 2.5 trillion miles annually. Chart is a breakdown of which states drive the most,
and the least.

By 1970 and 1971, Ford was ready
with the Pinto, and Chevrolet had the
Vega.
But the Japanese automakers,
Toyota, Honda and Datsun, began
arriving on the market with cars that
had the appeal of novelty, Greene said.
Economy was secondary. And they
secured their toehold just when the
Arab nations slapped an oil embargo
on the United States.
It was not so much the price of gas
that pushed buyers into small cars as
the gas lines that ensued when the fed
eral government tried to hold prices
down, Libby said. In today’s dollars,
prices crested at $ 1.74 in 1974, accord
ing to the Energy Department’s Energy
Information Administration.
“Long gas lines were this visible
evidence to the consumer,” Libby
said. “There was like a panic. People
were going to the gas station with their
tanks three-quarters full because they
were afraid there wasn’t going to be

any gas left.” The power of the
Organization of Petroleum Exporting
Countries proved to be ephemeral, but
the cartel’s actions were such a shock
that people were convinced life at the
gas pump would only get worse, Casey
added.
Sales of “regular-size”
Chevrolets-Impalas and Caprices—
plunged from 857,204 in 1973 to
552,051 in 1974. Ford sales of LTDs
and other regular-size cars dropped
from 693,084 to 408,192.
Small-car sales fell as well, but by
much smaller numbers. The Datsun
B210 and Honda Civic-which could
practically fit inside the passenger
compartment of an LTD-actually shot
skyward.
But that does not draw a complete
picture. Even with gas lines snaking
around city blocks, Americans loved
muscle. In a year when total U.S. car
sales fell 23 percent, sales of so-called
specialty cars—Pontiac Firebirds,
Chevrolet Camaros, Mercury Cougars

and Ford Mustangs—rose in 1974 to
14.4 percent of the market, from 10.3
percent the year before. Mustang sales
nearly doubled, from 145,168 to
277,075.
And Americans moved back to
their big cars as soon as they could.
With gas lines gone and prices falling,
the small-car share of the U.S. market
skidded from 40.9 percent in 1976 to
31.7 percent in 1979.
Then came the Iranian revolution,
the taking of American hostages in
Tehran, the Iran-Iraq war, and we did it
all over again. Practically overnight,
the small-car market share jumped in
1980 to a record 42.7 percent. In 1981,
the nation's top-selling car was the
Oldsmobilc Cutlass Supreme. In 1982
it was the Ford Escort. The nation's
long economic malaise helped push the
trend to cheaper, smaller cars.
For Detroit, it was devastating. The
PLEASE SEE CARS, 13

Michigan State House shaky after fight over bill
■ Politicians erupt
in anger over bill
that would revoke
appropriations for
universities based
on race
Alison Go
Michigan Daily

(U WIRE) ANN ARBOR,
Mich. -- A bill that could
potentially revoke all state
appropriations from public
universities who use racial
preferences — including the
University of Michigan -passed through the State
House Thursday.
The University responded
by stating they “were sur
prised and puzzled by the
amendment,”
University
spokeswoman Julie Peterson
said.
The passage of the bill also
incited an altercation amongst

Democrats in House cham
bers, according to wire reports
from The Associated Press and
Gongwer News Service.
The incident happened
after the Republican-con
trolled
House
narrowly
approved next year’s higher
education budget that included
a last-minute amendment that
rescinded funding from any
university that grants prefer
ential treatment in admissions
based on race, religion, creed
or national origin.
The fight began when Rep.
Tupac Hunter (D-Dctroit)
accused Democratic caucus
leaders that they did little to
prevent the passage of the
amendment. Four Democrats
voted in favor of the amend
ment that was passed 57-44,
the minimum number for
approval.
Hunter’s comments pro
voked the response of Alan
Canady, the chief of staff to
House
Minority
Leader
Dianne Byrum. Rep. Morris
Hood III (D- Detroit) attempt
ed to pacify the verbal alterca

tion by restraining Canady time on jobs, healthcare and
from Hunter. Canady then education — not the issues
pushed Hood away, and House that divide us.”
The language of the budget
sergeants and other represen
tatives then separated the two. now returns to the Senate for
“Because the Republicans consideration of the changes.
offered an amendment that The budget would then go to a
conference
holds the high
committee,
er
education
consisting of
hill hostage,”
members
of
the passage of
We're fighting to both
the Senate
the bill became
and the House,
a
sensitive spend our time on
and then when
issue
for
approved,
to
Democrats, jobs, healthecare
Gov. Jennifer
said
Dan and education Granholm.
Farough, press
Some law
secretary
for not the issues
makers, how
the
House
that divide us.
ever, dismissed
Democratic
amend
caucus.
DAN FAROUGH the
ment.
Farough
Press secretary
The amend
added that the
House
Democratic
Caucus ment “is terri
dispute should
bly ill-advised
not lead to any
totally
further
dis ----------------------------H and
unconstitution
agreement
al ” said Joe Schwarz, former
within the party.
“I don’t think there is any State senator and former chair
serious
fissure
in
the of the Senate Appropriations'
Higher
Democratic caucus,” he said. Subcommittee on
“We’re fighting to spend our Education. “It flies directly in

ii-----------------

the face of the autonomy stat
ed in the Michigan constitu
tion.”
The constitution guaran
tees that the University's
Board of Regents is the only
body with the authority to
change its own policy, said
Schwarz, a republican who is
now running for U.S. House.
“This is a shot across the
bow. My expectation is when
the bill gets to the Senate it
will be taken out,” he added.
“There is a whole body of
court cases going back to the
19th century on the relation
ship between the legislature
and the universities that says
the legislature cannot mandate
that any of the universities do
anything.”
The University will be one
of the parties fighting the
amendment, whether it be at
the senate or the conference
committee.
“There are many steps, and
we would be working as the
process proceeds to make our
position be known," Peterson
added.

Regardless of its case his
tory, those in favor of the
amendment are still opti
mistic.
Rep. Leon Drolet (RClinton Twp.), the author of
the amendment, called it
“another venue to end the
practice of universities judg
ing people on their appear
ances.”
Drolet is also a co-chair of
the Michigan Civil Rights
Initiative, an initiative that
wishes make the use of racial
preferences in public bodies,
including
the
University,
unconstitutional.
Drolet plans on pursuing
this amendment as intensely
as MCRL
"Since the house already
approved this language, in the
conference committee. I’ll be
talking to the senators to try to
ensure that this amendment
stays in," he said. "This is
what I have been trying to do
with the ballot initiative for
the past nine months."
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Sony may have style, still has reputation
David Colker
Los Angeles Times

Gucci. Versace. Armani.
Sony?
Indeed. Electronics and enter
tainment giant Sony Corp. has
joined the ranks of top-tier brands
opening signature boutiques at
malls in an effort to boost sales and
awareness, especially among
women.
Instead of haute couture,
SonyStyle stores sell gadgets as
varied as $20 clock radios and
$20,(XX) plasma-screen televisions.
The retail settings are about as
far as you can get from the sprawl
ing warehouse-style stores that
move most of Sony's merchandise.
Blond wood paneling and large
mirrors adorn the walls. Tucked
among displays of pocket-size
cameras and poster-size TVs are
minimalist couches, area mgs and
simulated fireplaces.
“It’s not an intimidating envi
ronment,” said Mike Fasulo, who
oversees the SonyStyle chain of
stores, in Boston and Houston and
in Los Angeles and Santa Ana,
Calif.; one will open in Palo Alto.
Calif., next month. “It doesn’t feel
like a boys’ club.”
To that end, there’s a crucial
SonyStyle rule: no sports on TV.
The stores are part of a contin
uing restructuring at the Tokyobased company famous for the
Walkman and the Trinitron.
Recently, Sony’s electronics divi
sion has stumbled, losing $315 mil
lion on worldwide sales of $43.7
billion in the fiscal year ended
March 31.
So Sony is following the exam
ple of the fashion industry, which
has long used boutiques to show
case products that might get lost
among competitors in regular retail
displays.
“They need to make a direct
connection to the consumer to
exhibit the entire package," said

retail analyst Marshal Cohen of
NPD Group. “Without that, they
are just one of several brands at a
retailer.”
Although raising brand aware
ness is key, Fasulo said, the
SonyStyle shops have to support
themselves.
“We are not in the business of
losing money,” he said.
Cohen said traditional electron
ics retailers that carry Sony prod
ucts have little reason to fear
SonyStyle as a competitor.
“When Ralph Lauren opened
his own stores, everyone said it
would cut sales everywhere else,”
Cohen said. ’Instead, it enhanced
sales everywhere because it
enhanced the brand.”
The
single-brand
retail
approach has been tried by com
puter makers with varying degrees
of success.
Struggling Gateway Inc.,
which started out as strictly a mail
order company, closed its 188
stores in April to streamline costs.
The company’s new strategy is to
sell its wares in chain stores.
Slick stores owned by Apple
Computer Inc. are more successful.
The company opened five in its fis
cal second quarter ended March 27
to bring the total to 78, including
one in Tokyo. Apple plans to open
10 more this year.
Cohen said that if any con
sumer electronics manufacturer
could succeed with a single-brand
store, it would be Sony.
“They are maybe the only
brand strong enough to be a onestop home for consumers wanting
to make their home-electronics life
easier,"' Cohen said.
Plus, Sony is one of the most
established electronics brands in
the world, making it tough for
retailers not to stock its products.
"Most retailers in this field have to
carry Sony,” said research analyst
Richard l>)herty of Envisioneering
Group.

Los Angeles Times photo by Beatrice lie Gea

Sony is experimenting with boutique stores in upscale malls. Among displays of pocket-size cameras and poster-size TVs are couches, area rugs and simu
lated fireplaces.

Even so, Fasulo said, “we have
not had retailers calling us and
thanking us.”
Representatives of Best Buy
Co., Circuit City Stores Inc. and
Gcxxl Guys Inc. declined to com
ment.
Development of the SonyStyle
concept began about two years
ago. Sony at that time operated
multilevel retail stores - each with
about 2(),(XX) square feet of shop
ping space - in New York, San
Francisco and Chicago. They need
ed a huge amount of traffic to justi
fy their operating cost.

Ice cream truck drivers feel
the heat from Bloomberg
Walter Hamilton
Lbs Angeles Times
NEW YORK ~ Ask most New
Yorkers what constitutes noise pol
lution, and you'll get an earful
about blaring car horns, a perenni
al Manhattan gripe, and people
screaming into cell phones, a fast
growing irritant.
But
Mayor
Michael
Bloomberg, in a sweeping anti
noise initiative unveiled last week,
is targeting an unlikely -- and some
say. blameless — noisemaker: the
city’s ubiquitous ice-cream trucks.
Bloomberg’s proposal would
force the roving ice cream vendors
to silence the sing-song-like jingles
that ring out from their trucks as
they cruise city neighborhtxxls.
Instead, they would have to rely on
old-fashioned bells to announce
their presence.
The
plan
is
part
of
Bloomberg’s effort to lower the
general
din
throughout
Manhattan's five boroughs, and
includes proposed curbs on bark
ing dogs, ear-splitting jackham
mers and moaning air conditioners.
But the assault on ice-cream
trucks has stirred the greatest
debate. Ice-cream sellers say a ban
on jingles could imperil their busi
ness. Some residents are sympa
thetic, saying the prohibition
would deprive the city of a

CARS
continued from page 12
a downsized General Motors fleet,
the Chevrolet Citation and the
Escort. But the Japanese were
more ready, with Accords and
Camrys that were simply better
cars,Casey said.
This time, the consumer shift
to Japan stuck. Only with the
arrival in 1984 of the first modem
sport-utility vehicle, the Jeep
Cherokee, did Detroit see a future,
Casey said. And sure enough, the
small-car market-share slide s<x>n
began, from a peak of 43.8 percent
in 1988 down to 22.9 percent
t(xlay.
Will history repeat itself again ?
Not likely,Greene said.
“People do care somewhat
(about gas prices), but there arc
two fundamental things that have
happened" since the early ‘80s. he
said. “Number one is. people have
become wealthier, and the more
money they have, the levs they care
about the price of gasoline.
Number two, for new passenger
cars, we've already almost doubled
our fuel economy since 1975. That
makes the fuel component a much
smaller part of owning a car.”
In 1975, cars and light trucks
averaged 13.1 miles per gallon.
Thanks more to federal regulations
than consumer preference, cars
now drive 24.6 miles on a gallon,

sonorous pleasure that conjures
nostalgic memories of childhood.
"It’s a good noise.” said
Debbie Stein of Manhattan, who
often buys her children ice cream
from the vendors.
“We have worse problems in
the world than someone playing
music,” said Michelle Gallo, a
franchisee of Mister Softee, whose
trucks arc fixtures throughout the
city, while dishing out soft serve in
midtown Manhattan.
"We’re not trying to hurt any
one." Gallo said. “We’re just trying
to sell ice cream." The jingle
appears to be central to Mister
Softee’s self-image: the song
launches with each visit to the
company’s Web site.
Mister Softee drivers in
Manhattan insist they play the tune
sparingly, in part because they park
in high-traffic intersections where
they’re plainly visible. But the
melodies are crucial to other trucks
that circle the streets in search of
customers.
"I never play the music,” said
Peter Floras, who drives a Mister
Softee truck on the Upper East
Side. “Most people ask me to play
the music.”
Upon request. Floras played
the song at full volume. Few
passers-by noticed, and no one
seemed disturbed.
But many people are bothered
by the trucks, said Jordan

Barowitz,
a
Bloomberg
spokesman.
“Noise is the No. I quality-oflife complaint in New York City,"
Barowitz. said, adding that the city
received about 250 complaints last
month about bleating ice-cream
trucks.
“When a truck is parked in
front of your house and it’s running
its jingle for hours on end it gets
pretty annoying,” he said.
Current law limits the playing
of the tunes to once every 10 min
utes, but the ban is widely ignored
and impossible to enforce,
Barowitz said.
If passed by the City Council,
the ban on jingles would start in
2(X)6, forcing reliance on bells.
"They’ll still be able to do the
necessary notification so kids will
know the ice-cream truck is in the
neighborhood,” Barowitz said.
"The kids have developed a
Pavlovian response to the jingle.
I'm sure they’ll develop a similar
response to the bells."
Still, to some New Yorkers,
there arc better ways to achieve
peace and quiet.
“It’s ridiculous,” said Dorothy
Tcrminelle, 75, as she ate a cup of
vanilla soft serve dipped in choco
late. “The children hear the (jin
gle), they want to get their ice
cream. It’s part of living. It’s a
treat."

although surging sales of SUVs
and their 17.9-milcs-pcr-gallon
average have dragged down over
all fleet efficiency from a peak of
22.1 miles per gallon in 1987 to
20.8 miles per gallon today.
In 1985, gasoline and oil repre
sented 19.9 percent of the cost of
owning and operating a vehicle,
Greene said. By 2002, the gas-oil
portion stood at 9.7 percent. In a
1997 paper arguing for tougher,
government-mandated fuel-effi
ciency standards, Greene made the
case that price would not encour
age efficiency. He calculated that if
you include the loss of perform
ance and size, an additional five
miles per gallon represents a poten
tial savings of maybe $100 over the
life of a car.
“In other words,” he wrote,
“the incentive to the consumer is ...
on the order of the cost of a set of
fl(x>r mats.”
The other problem is driving
habits, said Daniel Lashof, a senior
scientist and energy expert at the
Natural
Resources
Defense
Council. If every SUV owner trad
ed in for a passenger sedan, the
nation would save enough oil to
ditch the 23 million barrels of oil a
day imported from the Middle
East, Lashof said, but that is not
likely to happen without govern
ment intervention.

traffic has them stuck in their seats,
preferably Corinthian leather sur
rounded by a spacious SUV cab. In
1990, 30.5 percent of workers
spent at least 30 minutes traveling
to work, according to the Census
Bureau. By 2(XX). 34.5 percent did.
Between 1990 and 2(X)1. total
vehicle miles traveled in the United
States jumped by 574,424, or 29
percent.
The number of commuters
who carpooled, t<x>k public trans
portation, rode motorcycles or
walked to work all fell significant
ly
The one tangible sign of anxi
ety over gasoline usage appears to
be the abuse being hurled at SUV
owners, especially Hummer own
ers. The radical environmental
group Earth Liberation Front
boasts of a half-dozen attacks on
SUV dealerships last year, includ
ing one in West Covina, Calif., that
did $2_5 million in damage. The
Web site FUH2.com encourages a
center-finger salute to the vehicle,
and HonkatHummers.com sells
bumper stickers with its own prc
scription.
Not that the owners seem to
mind. Said Karl: “The true
Hummer owners, the people most
fervent alxxjt it, take it as a compli
ment. They’re individuals. TTcy
like to stand out in a crowd. That's
why they made the decision to buy
a Hummer.”

Suburban
sprawl
has
Americans driving farther, and

The Chicago store was closed
this year; the New York and San
Francisco stores are still open.
Fasulo said there were no plans to
replace them.
The smaller SonyStyle outlets,
at 5,(XX) square feet each, highlight
how Sony products can be used.
Vaio computers arc shown work
ing with Sony digital cameras and
Sony music players. Sony DVD
players arc connected to the com
pany's plasma screen televisions
and sound systems.
‘Their goal is all Sony, all the
time,” Doherty said.

Get your news!
Every Week

*

Running in an incessant loop
on some TVs at the Los Angeles
store recently were promotional
trailers for Sony Pictures’ "SpiderMan 2.” Others showed documen
taries from high-definition cable
channels. There were racks of
DVDs, also from the movie divi
sion, including last year's flop,
“Gigli.”
“I think we actually sold two of
them,” said salesman Nick
Gronow, 26, clad in the SonyStyle
unifomi of black slacks and gray
pullover.
Customers were a mix of fami

lies who wandered in and teenagers
and young adults who came to to
visit SonyStyle.
Stephanie Guilford, 18, of
Marina del Rey, Calif., fits the pro
file the company is trying to reach.
“Sony is such high quality that I'm
willing to drive a ways to come
here," said Guilford, who was
kx)king at components for her
home theater setup.
She bought an integrated home
theater amplifier and DVD player
for $999.
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Ad Rates for Students,
Faculty and Staff
Classified rates for students,
faculty and staff: First 20 words, $3
minimum charge, then 15 cents per
additional word, payable in
advance.
To boldface, underline, italicize
or capitalize words in your classi
fied, add 10 cents per word. To box

FOR SALE
1994 Fairmont Encore
16 x 80 3 bedrooms, 2 bathrooms.
Air conditioning, dishwasher,
Direct tv setup. Very nice for stu
dent. Asking $20,000 OBO. 616218-1140 (6/17)

BIRTHDAYS
Rachel, even though your b-day
was May 9, I’ll still show you some
love and wish you a belated
happy b-day! Love ya!
You are such a big girl now
Christi! 19 and going strong! My
oh my you’re the greatest! Happy
B-day, Love Mel and Rachel
Audrey, you are one of the most
super duper chicks we know! Your
b-day was a little over a week ago
and now you're the big 21...wow!
Love you doll from Mel and
Rachel
Mando-Lin, In 10 days you will be
21. You will be very old. I can see
it now. You, me, and Lionel Richie.
You know we share the same
birthday right? Love you, Melish
Dear Melicious, Happy 21st
Birthday from your roomie, busi
ness associate, and friend! I hope
it is irresponsible and out of con
trol.
Rachel
Wish your friend a happy day. Tell
the world for just $3.00 (student
pricing). Stop by the Lanthorn
office, 100 Commons, for more
details, (tf)

LARGE FUND BORROWERS
NEEDED!
Start saving hundreds today!
Mortgage, auto, business, per
sonal & consilidation avail.
Avoid bankruptcy/foreclosure.

Part-Time opening for a student to
work in a mental health setting for
about 4 hours every week for 6
weeks or more. Marketing.
Contact by phone- 616-942-4002
(7/15)
Local

Phone

Phone, Fax and Hours
Telephone 616-331-2460, or
leave a message on our afterhours answering machine. Fax
number is 616-331-2465. Office
hours:
9-4, Monday through
Friday
Experience desired, but not
required. Furnished leads prods
provided. We sign up a minimum
of 1 in 4 people we talk to. Reps
average $600-$900 and paid
weekly.
Career/management
opportunities. Flexible hours, lots
of fun! Outdoor work/ transporta
tion required. Best college job
you’ll find. Call 1-800-777-8902.
(7/15)
The Lanthorn is currently look
ing for cartoonists, writers and
distribution staff for the upcom
ing school year For more infor
mation and an application, stop
by the Lanthorn at 100
Commons or e-mail business@lanthorn.com.(tf)

HOUSING
Heritage Hill Apartment List
All shapes, sizes, prices. Updated
weekly, www.heritagehillweb.org
2 bedroom, 1 bath apartment in
Allendale. Located 2.5 miles from
GVSU.
Coin-op
laundry.
$500/month includes water and
sewer. Availability in July or
August. Call 616-393-0471 (7/15)
ATTENTION GVSU STUDENTS n
FACULTY
Safe, secluded, lots of room, inde
pendence, 3 minutes to GVSU,
4/5 bedrooms, 2 baths, sign lease
by July 1st. Get July free plus rent
credit for early payments, cheaper
than most options, will go fast,
CALL NOW 866-881-8811, Brad.
(6/17)
Apartment for Rent
Ottawa Creek Apartments sub
lease
$175 a month! Between 4 people.
Large 2 bedroom Spacious dish
washer. Garbage disposal. Call
Ashley 231-343-1342. (6/17)

EMPLOYMENT

New

an ad: $2.00 extra. Deadline » 10
a m. Monday for that week's issue.

Service.

Jenison Townhouse
2 Bedroom, 1 1/2 baths, wash
er/dryer, central air, dishwasher,
quiet, 616-667-1210, 616-4540754, 616-457-3158 (8/26)
1 Large Off Campus House
4 bedroom house for rent. Less
than 5 mins from campus.
Available now. For information,
please call 616-895-6873. (6/17)

Birthdays
Employment
For Sale
Housing
Lost & Found
Miscellaneous
Notices
Personals
Roommates
Services
Wanted

Standard of Acceptance
The Grand Valley Lanthom
reserves the right to edit or reject
any advertisement at any time and
to place all advertisements under
proper classification.

Advertising
Classifications
Automotive

Commercial Rates

Advertising Deadlines

Classified word ads:First 20
words, $6 minimum charge, then
20 cents per additional word,
payable in advance. To boldface,
italicize or capitalize words in your
classified, add 10 cents per word.
To box an ad:
$2.00 extra.
Classified display rate is $8.75 per
column inch.

The copy deadline for classified
advertising is at noon on Monday;
classified display advertising dead
line is 10 a m. Monday. Bring or
send your copy to the Grand Valley
Lanthom, 100 Commons.
All classifieds must be paid in
advance, thank you, until credit is
established.

LOST & FOUND

Got
News?

,r.

Lost and Found ads are FREE for
the first insertion!! 25 words max
imum. Email lanthorn@gvsu.edu

NOTICES
READERS CAUTION
Ads appearing on this page may
involve a charge for phone calls,
booklets, information, CODs, etc.
Reply with caution, (tf)

}

Student Organizations
The Grand Valley Lanthorn offers
student organizations to promote
themselves
through
free
announcements published as
Club Notes in the Laker Life sec
tion. E-mail your information, 150
word
limit,
to
lanthorn@gvsu.edu(tf)

www.lanthorn.com

PERSONALS
JB Marketing and Sales
Wants YOU!!

Tell your lover you love 'em. Wish
a friend good luck. Lift someone’s
spirit. Put it in writing. Make it
public. Lanthorn Personals are a
great way to let someone know
you care. Call 616-331-2460 for
more information.(tf)

WESTGATE BOWLING CENTER
4486 Alpine NW
Comstock Park

WANTED

Open to all students 18-25 years of age
Purpose of Focus Group is to provide

FOCUS GROUP
Tuesday, June 22nd at 7PM
at

JB Marketing and Sales

Illustrator/Graphic artist to help
with line drawings and basic
graphics for the Grand Valley
Lanthorn. $7.70 per hour. Apply
immediately at 100 Commons, (tf)

with information on students' spending
habitsas well as their recreational choices.

•sr>.vV j
. X*

Advertising Sales work tuition free
next year in the GVL advertising
department 2 years. Sales experi
ence required. Summer availabili
ty a plus. Apply immediately at
100 Commons, (tf)
Writers
Get published and get paid. The
Lanthorn is seeking essays, very
short storied, poetry and opinion
columns that relate to campus
issues and themes. Humor pieces
especially wanted. E-mail the edi
tor at editorial@lanthorn.com (tf)
News Tips
The Grand Valley Lanthorn edito
rial staff appreciates your news
tips and story ideas. Please help
us make news available to the
public. E-mail your tip to lanthorn@gvsu.edu (tf)

did

This Focus Group discussion will last about
1 hour, you need to be prepared to answer
a questionnaire and participate in an
open discussion

"km
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For your participation, Westgate Bowl will
provide 3 FREE games of bowling after
.
the meeting.

\<nouj...

TO REGISTER. CALL WESTGATE BOWL AT

784.6450

P 1/8” LEPK WASTES 3,600 C.ALLOnS
in m hours, which costs qvsu
$7,000 P VEPR

You must provide your name, age, phone
number, your college and your major
Employment opportunities may be available

GVSU Facts
; i- «
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CINEMARK-GRANDVILLE
R vertown Crossings Mall 616-532-3731

Magnum Tattooing Inc.
=APT Member=
=GR's Largest Selection of Quality Body Jewelry=
=Professional Body Piercing=
=Quality Custom Tattooing=
=Award Winning Artists=
Magnum Tattooing Inc________

»

Magnum Tattooing II

2317 S. Division
7450 Union Ave.
Rapids flMHBiHlpflHIB

616-245-1880 ^AblilttSSUiffiF 616-451-7546
WWW.MAGNUMTATTOO.COM

YOUR VEHICLE
YOUR OPTIONS
YOUR PRICE

Lantoon
IK®

at or below wholesale

cinemark.com

on

HocJ

* inquire about our
detailing services

For tickets and showtimes visit

CkeC5

866.878.98lO

Whiii ihw. rsgrtcr lo now FREE showtime no moil!

www.m4motors.com

ittxrned "to 'fte Kis
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Bikini's
Bar & Grill

ffeO-Klrv'* Uard »* dkoT'Pf

T

76 S. Division

Located Downtown at the Corner of Division and Oakes

NOW HIRING BIKINI DANCERS!

MV*

Mafoe-

THE SALVATION ARMY

25% off

£0Oonwo0</
Forest
Apartments
In Jcnison iN(\ir Moijor)

for students on Wednesdays with Student I.D.

Location
1491 Division Street
Grand Rapids, Ml 49507
* applies only at this location

\

Model Open:
Mondciy - I ridny I

(>r(.ill

M) PM

457-3714 -

cottonwoodforestcipts.com

100I 1vtoneJj!

Now taking reservations for leases
starting 8/15 or earlier.
Waiting list available for later move-in dates.

Starting at $540.00/month
2 Bedroom/ 1 Bath
Quiet, Comfortable & Affordable
15 Minutes from both campuses
Includes all utilities, except electric
Cable Internet available
Carport included
Mention this ad and we will waive the $25.00 application fee

\

